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A Chinese 19th century cylindrical jardiniere
decorated with people riding fabulous animals
beneath clouds, 21 cm h. x 22.5 cm diam.
£100.00 - £200.00

plates and matching dish decorated with figures
on a terrace, 20.3 cm diam. (4) £100.00 - £150.00
15

Two 19th century Chinese famille rose tazza made
for the south east Asian market, 5.5 cm h x 13.2
cm diam. (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A 19th century Chinese bamboo carving of Lan
Ts'ai-Ho, the Daoist immortal carrying a basket of
flowers, 16.5 cm h. £300.00 - £500.00

16

A Chinese late 18th century blue and white
tankard with strap handle decorated with a
lakeside scene, 13.5 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

Four Chinese 20th century famille rose tiles
decorated with immortals including Shou Lau, 12.5
x 12.5 cm, framed (4) £30.00 - £50.00

17

A Chinese blue and white 18th century rectangular
tea caddy and cover decorated with butterflies
amidst chrysanthemums and peony, Qianlong,
14.5 cm h. £100.00 - £200.00

4

A Chinese late 19th century blue and white ovoid
vase decorated with three shou symbols, 21 cm h.
to/w three Japanese plates (4) £60.00 - £80.00

18

5

A Chinese blue and white Nanking Cargo teabowl
and saucer decorated with a watery landscape
to/w a Chinese blue and white 18th century plate
decorated with a lakeside scene, 23.3 cm (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

A Japanese rectangular box and hinged cover
decorated in gilt with a figure carrying a large
sheath of corn with rockwork and pine tree,
incorporating a small compass, Meiji, 5.4 x 6.3
cm h. £30.00 - £50.00

19

6

A Chinese blue and white small rectangular tureen
and cover decorated with a watery landscape, 20 x
11.2 cm to/w a Chinese blue and white serving
dish, both 18th century, 21.5 x 24 cm (2) £60.00 £80.00

A Chinese blue and white small vase decorated
with six panels of flowers and foliage to/w an
associated cover decorated with five panels of
flowers and foliage, Kangxi 16662-1722, 13.5 cm
h. £100.00 - £200.00

20

7

A Nanking Cargo small teabowl and saucer
decorated with pine trees to/w a Tek Sing blue and
white bowl, 12.5 cm diam. (2) £60.00 - £80.00

A Chinese bamboo brush pot carved with figures in
a forest and figures within and beside a building,
36 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

21

8

Three 18th century Chinese blue and white tea
bowls and two matching saucers decorated with
panels of flowers and foliage, bears Kangxi four
character mark to the bases (5) £60.00 - £80.00

A Japanese bone netsuki carved as Hotei carrying
his lucky bag, 4 cm h. £30.00 - £50.00

22

A Chinese 18th century blue and white teapot
decorated with a bird amidst flowers and foliage
to/w an associated cover £80.00 - £120.00

23

A Japanese cloisonne hexagonal vase and cover
decorated with roundels of flower heads on a gilt
ground, Meiji, 16 cm h. £70.00 - £100.00

24

A Chinese Canton famille rose rectangular
chamfered soap dish, drainer and cover decorated
with figures, butterflies, flowers and foliage, 19th
century, 15.5 x 11.7 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

25

A Chinese 19th century Canton famille rose
rectangular two compartment box and cover
decorated with figures, butterflies, flowers and
foliage, 20 x 10 x 6.5 cm h. £80.00 - £120.00

26

A Chinese blue and white small ovoid vase with
long neck decorated with boys at play, Xuande
mark but later, 13 cm h. to/w two 20th century
Chinese famille rose bowls, red seal mark, 10.5
cm dia. (3) £50.00 - £80.00

A Chinese blue and white tureen base decorated
with a watery landscape, 18.5 x 11.8 cm and two
Chinese blue and white saucers, all 18th century
to/w a Japanese blue and white figure of a woman
holding a pot, Meiji, 22.3 cm, a paper fan
decorated with ostriches in a landscape to one
side and a map of Africa to the other and a cased
silver plated buckle. £40.00 - £60.00

27

A Chinese early 18th century Imari bowl decorated
with fabulous birds amidst prunus, 31.5 cm diam.
£150.00 - £200.00

A graduated set of eight Japanese metal mirrors,
early 20th century, 16.7 cm - 34.5 cm long (8)
£100.00 - £150.00

28

Two Chinese ivory carvings of Daoist immortals,
early 20th century, 10 cm h. to/w two metal

9

A pair of Japanese polychrome baluster vases
decorated with pine trees, Meiji, 24 cm (2) £60.00 £80.00

10

A Chinese famille rose early 19th century bowl
decorated with fruit including mulberry,
pomegranate and peaches, marked iron red peach
and bat to the base, 17 cm diam. to/w a Chinese
famille rose bowl decorated with flowers and
rockwork, 18th century, 14.3 cm diam. (2) £30.00 £50.00

11

12

13

14

A Chinese blue and white fluted vase decorated
with figures beneath pine trees, Kangxi six
character mark but 19th century, 12 cm to/w an
Annamese 16th century small cylindrical box and
cover decorated with flower petals, 5.2 cm dia. x
3.5 cm h. and a Japanese Imari reticulated plate,
Meiji, 22.3 cm dia. (3) £80.00 - £120.00

Three 19th century Chinese famille Canton rose
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figures of immortals, 12 cm h. and a resin
example (5) £100.00 - £130.00
29

30

31

A Chinese blue and white large jardiniere
decorated with figures in an interior, late 19th/early
20th century, 35 cm h. x 41.5 cm diam. £200.00 £300.00
A Chinese silk embroidery depicting 100 boys,
20th century, framed 71 x 39.5 cm (frame size)
to/w a Chinese embroidery of birds, rockwork,
flowers and foliage on a red silk ground, framed 68
x 31 cm (frame size) (2) £40.00 - £60.00
After Maruyama Okyo - a wood block print of a
group of puppies in a snowy landscape, signed
and with red seal for Okyo, 13.5 x 24 cm £30.00 £50.00

32

A set of four Japanese watercolour bird studies,
signed and red seal, 34 x 18 cm, Meiji (4) £40.00 £60.00

33

Five Japanese watercolours of birds, signed (5)
£40.00 - £60.00

34

Five Japanese woodcut prints of figures to/w a
Chinese story of silk (6) £30.00 - £40.00

35

A set of four Chinese ivory chess pieces, kings
and queens, one pair stained red, early 20th
century, queens measure 9 cm to/w two pair of
steatite carved dogs of Fo on rectangular bases,
6.5 cm & 5.5 cm (8) £30.00 - £50.00

36

37

38

WITHDRAWN A Japanese carved ivory devil
incorporating several animals, Meiji, 5.5 cm h.
£60.00 - £80.00
A collection of Chinese mother of pearl gaming
counters comprising 67 small fish, 17 larger fish,
67 rectangular of mixed size, 25 circular and 22
oval (approx 198) £100.00 - £200.00
A Chinese Famille vert octagonal section slim
vase with waisted neck having two large panels,
one decorated with a bird perched on flowering
prunus above rockwork, the other with flowering
peony and rockwork, the side panels decorated
with butterflies, flowers and foliage, the neck with
auspicious objects, Kangxi, 1662-1722, 29 cm h.
£300.00 - £500.00

62

An electroplated two-bottle wine cooler with ice
compartment £100.00 - £120.00

63

A large pair of electroplated four-branch
candelabra, each with five sconces £100.00 £120.00

64

A pair of nickel-plated champagne ice-buckets of
tapering form £80.00 - £120.00

65

An Edwardian cased set of fish knives and forks
with electroplated blades and loaded silver
handles, Sheffield 1905, to/w a cased three-piece
brush set, Chester 1920, a cased pair of
electroplated fish servers and various electroplated
and other flatware and cutlery £50.00 - £70.00

66

A set of Heritage Plate flatware and cutlery, 68
pcs, to/w a small quantity of non-matching
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electroplated teaspoons, in an associated Art
Deco oak canteen with detachable legs £60.00 £90.00
67

A chilled punch bowl with electroplated cover and
rim, ladle and bucket, supported on a cut glass
bowl, to/w a Victorian Arts & Crafts toast rack with
butter dish and a beehive honey pot with server
(box) £40.00 - £60.00

68

Two modern canteens of epns King's Pattern
flatware, to/w a box of other flatware and cutlery
and three Victorian engraved electroplated teapots
£50.00 - £80.00

69

An Edwardian mahogany cased set of
electroplated Queen's Pattern flatware for twelve,
75 pcs £80.00 - £120.00

70

A modern two-bottle tantalus with plated mounts
and fitted with square decanters £50.00 - £70.00

71

A Romney plate four-piece tea service with hot
water jug, to/w an oval tray and other plate (box)
£30.00 - £50.00

72

A modern canteen of epns King's pattern flatware
and cutlery, including fish knives and forks £50.00 £70.00

73

A set of nine 18 cm electroplated wine goblets (8
boxed), to/w eight matching 14 cm goblets and a
small tray (box) £20.00 - £40.00

74

An EP 'Igene' patent cocktail shaker/jug by Farrow
& Jackson of London £20.00 - £40.00

75

A Victorian Old Sheffield Plate entree dish and
cover, an electroplated biscuit barrel, pair of
candlesticks, cruet stand, coffee pot, teapot, fish
servers, etc. (box) £80.00 - £120.00

76

A pair of plated on copper twin-branch candelabra,
to/w a two-bottle tantalus with plated mounts (3)
£50.00 - £80.00

77

A quantity of plate including fruit bowls, bottle
coasters, tea knives with loaded silver handles,
crumb scoops, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

78

A pair of electroplated Hukin & Heath model 20432
serving dishes with turned ebony handles, to/w a
King's pattern silver-handled cheese knife, entree
dish and cover, two toast racks and a six-piece
condiment set (box) £40.00 - £60.00

79

An oval three-piece half-reeded electroplated tea
service, to/w a sugar scuttle, oval bonbon dish and
a set of fish knives and forks (box) £40.00 - £60.00

80

A four-piece electroplated half-reeded tea/coffee
service, to/w a pair of Victorian baluster
candlesticks and two entree dishes (box) £70.00 £100.00

81

A 90 piece set of epns King's pattern flatware and
cutlery for six settings (- boxed and very little
used), to/w a six piece condiment set, a tea
strainer and sugar caster (box) £80.00 - £120.00

82

A plated on copper oval platter with gadrooned rim,
to/w a cased set of three dessert servers, hot
water jug, teapot, champagne saucers, flatware,

etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00
83

An oak canteen from Goldsmiths & Silversmiths
Co. Ltd., containing a set of A1 plated flatware for
six including soup ladle, pickle forks, sauce ladles
carving set and knives with bone handles (one
knife a replacement) £70.00 - £100.00

84

A canteen of Albany pattern flatware and cutlery
for six settings - little used £50.00 - £70.00

85

A 19th century Old Sheffield Plate large oval meat
dome by Matthew Boulton, with foliate-cast handle
and reeded lower band, engraved with Royal
Crown and number 72, the reverse with crest and
motto 'Never Fear', 47 x 34 cm, 27 cm high overall.
Two Suns stamp £400.00 - £600.00

twelve electroplated OEP table forks, eleven
dessert forks and a set of bone-handled knives
with carvers £50.00 - £70.00
97

An Edwardian oak cased set of twelve each
dessert knives and forks with mother-of-pearl
handles (apparently unused), to/w a pair of open
salts and a small quantity of loose flatware £40.00
- £60.00

98

A Mappin & Webb Prince's Plate tray fitted with a
pair of ribbed glass liqueur flasks of organic form
with electroplated covers and a set of twelve
matching shot-beakers £50.00 - £70.00

99

Two cow's horn drinking horns with electroplated
pewter mounts, 23 cm high £20.00 - £40.00

86

A large electroplated meat dome by James Dixon
& Sons, 46 x 35 cm, engraved with armorial and
motto 'Let the Deed Shaw (sic)', 45 x 35 cm
£40.00 - £60.00

100

A Victorian foliate-embossed rose bowl, 'Trafford
Gold Club Captain's Cup, 1897-8', on stemmed
foot, Henry Atkin, sheffield 1897, 11 oz, 18.5 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

87

Four various Old Sheffield Plate small meat domes 101
£80.00 - £120.00

88

An Old Sheffield Plate chamberstick with baluster
pillar, cast shell, seaweed and egg and dart rim
(associated conical snuffer), to/w an Old Sheffield
Plate tureen and cover with detachable handle (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

Seventeen various Georgian and later silver
teaspoons and coffee spoons, to/w a small butter
knife, 6.1 oz £40.00 - £60.00

89

102

A graduated set of three plated on copper salvers
with engraved decoration, pierced borders and vinecast rims, to/w a walnut cased set of twelve each
fish knives and forks with mother-of-pearl handles,
three candlesticks, an Old Sheffield Plate circular
entree dish and cover and other plated items (box) 103
£80.00 - £120.00

90

A pair of electroplated twin branch baluster
candlesticks with three sconces, 28 cm high
£30.00 - £40.00

91

An Edwardian silver-faced pocket watch travelling
case with embossed and pierced decoration,
Birmingham 1903, to/a an oval electroplated tray
with pierced gallery, Victorian pierced fruit basket,
two teapots, etc. £40.00 - £60.00

92

A Mappin & Webb Queen's Plate half-reeded
kettle on stand, to/w a half-fluted teapot, a half105
reeded coffee pot and a pair of Old Sheffield Plate
baluster candlesticks (5) £50.00 - £70.00
A pair of Adam style Old Sheffield Plate sauce
tureens and covers with twin handles, on stemmed
bases with gadrooned rims, 25 cm wide £100.00 £150.00
106
Two Victorian electroplated teapots, a coffee pot,
hot water jug, hot-dish and cover, salver, soup
ladle, jug, sugar basin and tray (box) £40.00 £60.00
107
A pair of Victorian plated on copper hot-plates with
pierced tops and twin handles, on bun feet, with
engraved stag's head crests £40.00 - £60.00

93

94

95

96

A Victorian engraved electroplated hot-wine jug
with hinged cover and scroll handle with ivory
insulators, 26 cm, to/w an oak canteen containing
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104

108

An early Victorian silver vinaigrette with engraved
decoration and pierced gilt inner grill, Edward
Smith, Birmingham 1843, to/w an oval locket
decorated in the Aesthetic Movement manner with
gilt highlights (lacks suspension ring), Birmingham
1880, a pill-box with demon-embossed cover,
stamped 'Siam Sterling' and two chain bracelets
with padlock clasps stamped '925' (5) £130.00 £160.00
A pair of Victorian loaded silver baluster
candlesticks with detachable grease-pans, on
shaped square bases with shell corners, Howard
& Hawksworth, Sheffield 1841, 23 cm high, to/w a
Peruvian loaded Sterling candelabrum with twin
branches, 15 cm high (3) £200.00 - £250.00
A George II silver salver with shell and gadrooncast scrolling rim, floral and scroll-engraved border
and central coat of arms with two crests, on three
scroll feet, maker R. B. (?), London 1755, 43.7 oz,
38 cm wide, crests of Greenslade (Killarney) and
Porch (Glastonbury) £800.00 - £1,200.00
A pair of silver tapering vase-flutes with flared rims
and reeded and fluted stems, on weighted and
domed bases, William Hutton & Son Ltd.,
Birmingham 1907, 21 cm high, to/w a malacca
cane with silver pommel, London 1862 (3) £100.00
- £150.00
A large Victorian silver beaker-vase with writhen
reeded and fluted decoration, on raised and
gadrooned foot, Maker RS, London 1880, 12 oz
£100.00 - £150.00
Various oddments of silver, including a
Scandinavian brooch enamelled with Arctic scene,
floral brooch set with abalone, pierced nurse's
buckle, Chester 1911, 1887 crown, napkin clip and
napkin ring and a pierced brooch (half a buckle)
£60.00 - £90.00
A set of six US sterling coffee spoons with Art

Deco style handles, by Towle Silversmiths,
Newburyport, Mass. 1928 patent, 4.9 oz £30.00 £40.00

fitted leather presentation case £80.00 - £120.00

109

A Victorian baby's silver rattle with chased
decoration, coral teether, five bells and a whistle,
Hilliard & Thomason, Birmingham 1866, 9 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

110

A cased .800 grade and parcel gilt thimble, the
applied floral motif set with turquoise, to/w four
silver thimbles, another stamped 'Sterling', a brass
thimble, a Royal Worcester china thimble painted
with a songbird and another china thimble (11)
£100.00 - £150.00

111

A late Victorian silver heart-shaped pill-box with
hinged cover, embossed and chased with scrolls
and foliage, William Henry Leather, Birmingham
1896, 6.5 cm long, to/w a 19th century overlaid
glass scent bottle with gilt decoration, with
embossed electroplated screw bun cover (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

121

Cartier:- A part set of Sterling flatware and cutlery
in the Wallace 'Grand Baroque' pattern,
comprising eleven teaspoons, six dessert spoons,
five dessert forks, five table forks and five dessert
knives, 43.4 oz total, to/w six table knives with
stainless steel blades and loaded sterling handles.
Stamped 'Wallace Sterling Cartier' £450.00 £500.00

122

An Edwardian silver classical column table lamp
on stepped base, Army & Navy Cooperative
Society Ltd., London 1907, 27 cm high (including
electroplated socket) £80.00 - £120.00

123

A late Victorian page-turner with ivory blade and
foliate-embossed silver handle, William War,
Birmingham 1895, 25 cm £50.00 - £60.00

124

A silver letter knife with chased vine handle,
Warwickshire Reproduction Silver, Birmingham
1970, 1.8 oz £30.00 - £50.00

125

A silver cigarette box, Birmingham 1911, to/w an
engraved napkin ring, also Birmingham 1911 and a
cased silver Christening spoon, Sheffield 1961 (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

126

A set of four George III Adam design open salts of
navette and fan form, with twin handles and
engraved decoration, gilt interiors, on elongated
octagonal stemmed bases, Robert Hennell I,
London 1789, 11.3 oz, 11 cm wide £380.00 £400.00

112

A silver hip flask with hinged screw cover, James
Dixon & Son, Sheffield 1915, to/w an engineturned cigarette case, Deakin & Francis,
Birmingham 1924, 7.4 oz (2) £60.00 - £90.00

113

A set of three conical glass whisky drams with
star-cut bases and silver collars and covers, each
with its silver bottle-ticket, Hukin & Heath,
Birmingham 1936 £150.00 - £200.00

114

An oblong silver teapot in the Georgian manner, on
ball feet, Garrard & Co. Ltd. London 1918, 19 oz
127
gross, engraved beneath: 'Presented to L. Kiddle
fron the Staff of Kensington Palace, Nov. 19th
1921' £150.00 - £200.00

115

A small quantity of Georgian and Victorian
spoons, 7.6 oz £50.00 - £70.00

116

A circular silver trinket box with hinged cover,
Birmingham 1917, to/w three silver-topped toilet
jars, an Asprey's onyx cigarette box with silver gilt
hinge (af) and a cased cake knife and serving
spoon (box) £70.00 - £100.00

117

A silver double-hinged twin photograph frame,
Birmingham 1912, to/w an engine-turned
photograph frame, Birmingham 1910, a small
specimen flute vase, Chester 1907 and a 19th
century tortoiseshell knotting shuttle inset with
white metal piquet-work (4) £80.00 - £120.00

118

A silver 1973 Royal Wedding commemorative
plate, Roberts & Dore Ltd., London 1973, 12.2 oz,
23 cm diameter £100.00 - £150.00

119

A heavy quality Scottish silver rose-bowl in the
form of an oversize quaich with twin handles and
Celtic strapwork decoration, Lawson & Co.,
Glasgow 1915, 28.2 oz, with mesh cover, 33 cm
£350.00 - £450.00

120

128

A cased silver goblet, 1972 Royal Silver Wedding,
Turner & Simpson, Birmingham 1972, 5.3 oz
£40.00 - £60.00

129

A cased 1977 Silver Jubilee commemorative plate,
Roberts & Dore, London 1977, 11.3 oz, 23 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

130

A cased pair of silver salt and pepper mills of
baluster form, with Cole & Mason actions, Mappin
& Webb, London 2003 - apparently unused
£100.00 - £150.00

131

An Indian low-grade cylindrical pot and cover with
floral chased decoration, to/w a Chinese napkin
ring with dragon motif, two continental necklaces,
an epns belt, an electroplated King's pattern soup
ladle and six Indian pewter shot-beakers (box)
£40.00 - £60.00

132

A cased silver manicure set, including toothbrush,
Chester 1913 (replacement nail-scissors), to/w a
silver sugar basin, four napkin rings, an embossed
taste-vin and a miniature trophy cup (- latter two
pieces a/f) £80.00 - £120.00

A heavy quality cigarette case with parcel gilt and
engine-turned decoration, West & Son, Chester
133
1924, engraved within: 'Paddy Whelan from Bowes
Daly with many happy memories of three seasons
with the Galway Players 1928-1931'. In original
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A Mordan Everpoint silver propelling pencil,
Samson Mordan & Co., London 1937, to/w a silver
patent Vernon's 'K' knife with gilt pocket-clip and
retractable blade, Vernon's Industries, Birmingham
1923 (2) £50.00 - £60.00

A pair of late Victorian silver heart-shaped bonbon
dishes with embossed and pierced foliate
decoration, Chester 1896, to/w an engraved

electroplated letter salver with shell and scroll
border (2) £50.00 - £70.00
134

An Edwardian silver cigarette case with Art
Nouveau foliate frieze, Horton & Allday,
Birmingham 1905, 15 cm wide £50.00 - £70.00

135

A small silver sparrow-beak cream jug in the
Georgian manner, London 1940, to/w a silvertopped glass rouge pot and an electroplated snuff
box (3) £40.00 - £60.00

136

A hobnail-cut glass claret jug with silver collar,
cover and handle, Roberts & Belk Ltd., Sheffield
1979 £200.00 - £250.00

148

An Edwardian silver capstan inkwell, Birmingham
1904, to/w six coffee spoons with dog-nose finials,
Sheffield 1934, five other coffee spoons,
Birmingham 1933, a small trophy cup and a
napkin ring £60.00 - £90.00

149

Georg Jensen: two pairs of planished silver
dessert knives and forks, bead (kugel) pattern,
import London 1923, 6.1 oz £40.00 - £60.00

150

An oval silver teapot with beaded rim and ogee
body, on ball feet, Thomas Edward Atkins,
Birmingham 1916, 17.1 oz gross £150.00 - £200.00

151

An Art Nouveau style bonbon dish of organic lobed
form, on foliate feet, Atkin & Son, Sheffield 1922,
8.4 oz, 20 cm, to/w a shallow dish with embossed
fruit decoration, Cropp & Farr, Birmingham 1906
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

137

An Art Deco style engine-turned silver cigarette
box, Birmingham 1926, 13.5 cm wide, to/w a
square capstan inkwell, Birmingham 1925, 8.5 cm
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

138

A pair of silver sauce-boats with scroll handles and 152
hoof feet, Hampton Utilities, Birmingham 1966,
13.8 oz £100.00 - £130.00

139

A three-piece silver tea service of circular form,
Joseph Rodgers & Sons Ltd., Sheffield 1931, 19.5
oz gross £180.00 - £220.00

140

A Victorian baby's silver rattle with whistle and
bells (lacks coral teether), maker not identified,
Birmingham 1874 £50.00 - £70.00

141

A silver baluster sugar caster, Courtman Silver
Ltd., London 1979, to/w a pair of open salts,
Chester 1917, with associated spoons and a
napkin ring, Birmingham 1931, 12.2 oz total (net of
blue glass liners) £80.00 - £120.00

142

143

144

145

146

147

153

An 18th century Irish sugar basin with engraved
and shaped rim and embossed and chased sides
decorated with a squirrel and a bird fighting a
snake, on three hoof feet, Dublin assay, marks
worn, 13 cm diameter £40.00 - £60.00

154

A late Victorian tortoiseshell page-turner with
embossed silver handle, Henry Matthews,
Birmingham 1893, to/w a baby's rattle with silver
bell and ivory teether ring, Birmingham 1913 (2)
£50.00 - £70.00

A pair of George IV silver sugar tongs, London
1825, to/w two Victorian pairs of fiddle pattern
155
sugar tongs, London 1876/1896 and an .800 grade
serving spoon with Art Nouveau handle (4) £40.00 £60.00
An Edwardian silver teapot and matching sugar
basin of compressed pear-shape form, A & J
Zimmerman, Birmingham 1907, 15.9 oz gross,
to/w an Edwardian sauce-boat, London 1899, 2.9
oz £120.00 - £140.00

156

A heavy quality silver three-piece tea service of
oval half-reeded form, E H Parkin & Co. Ltd.
(probably), Sheffield 1974, 30.2 oz gross £200.00 £250.00
157
A heavy quality oval silver tray with twin handles
and moulded rim, Roberts & Belk Ltd., Sheffield
1929, 70 oz approx. 56 cm wide £600.00 - £800.00
A silver letter salver with pie-crust rim and hoof
feet, Mappin & Webb, Jubilee marked Sheffield
1935, 9.8 oz, 21 cm diameter, to/w a circular
photograph frame, W. I. Broadway & Co.,
Birmingham 1989 (2) £80.00 - £120.00
A silver cigarette box, London 1934, to/w a heartshaped pin dish, a pair of Egyptian .900 grade
circular dishes and an Indian unmarked threepiece condiment set with foliate chased decoration
£50.00 - £70.00
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A matched pair of embossed silver wine-dishes
with cast scroll handles, London 1913/16, 13 cm
diameter, to/w a Continental embossed silver
sugar basin, import London 1904, with a
somewhat similar sugar ladle, import London
1894, 11.4 oz total, (4) £80.00 - £120.00

A cased set of six Art Deco teaspoons with
harlequin enamelled finials William Suckling,
Birmingham 1938, to/w a small quantity of other
silver teaspoons, sugar ladle and butter knives
£50.00 - £70.00
A pair of tortoiseshell and pique hairbrushes,
Birmingham 1907, to/w a similar hobnail-cut toilet
jar, Birmingham 1914, a green enamelled four
piece brush set with mirror, Birmingham 1935 and
a pair of engine-turned hairbrushes, hand-mirror
and a powder bowl with silver cover, Birmingham
1930 (box) £100.00 - £150.00
A set of Edwardian dessert knives and forks with
engraved silver blades, embossed ferrules and
mother-of-pearl handles, Harrison Fisher, Sheffield
1906, in later fitted case £80.00 - £120.00

158

A Victorian silver teapot of oblong form, with
chased and embossed decoration, on ball feet,
Henry Atkin, Sheffield 1890, 12.5 oz gross
£100.00 - £150.00

159

A William IV silver double bottle-stand with
embossed loop handle, the base with gadrooned
ring and shell scroll feet, William Bateman II,
London 1834, 23.5 oz gross £140.00 - £160.00

160

A bonbon dish of scalloped form, on stemmed
foot, Birmingham 1912, to/w a toast-rack and
three napkin rings (5), 7.1 oz total £50.00 - £70.00

161

162

163

164

An Edwardian oil and vinegar bottle-stand (lacks
bottles) on oval base, Chester 1904, to/w two
small candlesticks, a specimen flute and an epns
salver (5) £30.00 - £50.00

£40.00 - £60.00
174

A silver campana-shaped mug with scroll handle
175
and raised foot, Barker Brothers Silver Ltd.,
Birmingham 1960, 4.8 oz, to/w various Continental
white metal items: Peruvian un sol coin modified
as a spoon on ornate stem surmounted by a
176
llama, stamped 925, an 835 standard flexible
bracelet, an infant's 'dumb-bell' rattle with foliate
engraving stamped 'Mk' and an unmarked handbagmirror mounted with lapis beads (5) £60.00 177
£90.00
A set of six Hanoverian pattern silver table forks,
10 oz, to/w six matching knives with loaded silver
handles and steel blades, William Hutton & Sons,
Sheffield 1993 (very little used) £100.00 - £150.00
A 19th century Russian 84 zol Imperial style gift
egg, set with semi-precious stones, surmounted
by a spread eagle and applied with Russian
Imperial eagles, on open-work scroll feet, the
hinged cover enclosing a miniature coach, Assay
Master Andrey Antonovich Kovalsky, Moscow
1844, 16 cm high £400.00 - £600.00

165

A heavy quality engine-turned silver cigarette
case, DRH, Birmingham 1945, 7 oz £50.00 £70.00

166

An Edwardian novelty 'canoe' pin-cushion, maker's
mark worn, Chester 1908, 13 cm £40.00 - £60.00

167

A Victorian embossed and pierced bonbon dish,
decorated with a cherub, Birmingham 1897, to/w
an oval mustard with blue glass liner, London
1899, two vase-flutes with weighted bases and an
Indian dish with broad chased rim, stamped 'OM,
BHUJ' (5) £50.00 - £70.00

168

A French .950 grade taste-vin of traditional form
£50.00 - £70.00

180

A French .800 grade taste-vin, set with an 1867 5
francs coin £60.00 - £90.00

181

A Britannia standard silver Tudor-style trencher
salt, Crichton Bros., London 1929, 3 oz £50.00 £70.00

182

A pair of 19th century fiddle pattern sugar tongs
and a teaspoon - both Newcastle assay - to/w two
fiddle pattern dessert spoons (one Scottish) and a
dessert fork (5) £80.00 - £100.00

183

An unusual cased set of three trefoil clover-shaped
plate-clips (for petit-fours), Hilliard & Thompson,
Birmingham 1903 £70.00 - £100.00

184

A silver three-piece tea service of hemispherical
form with ovoid cream jug, on claw feet, Charles &
Richard Comyns, London 1924, 27.9 oz gross
£200.00 - £300.00

170

A Victorian silver caddy spoon with shell bowl and
open-work vine handle, George Unite, Birmingham
1857 £40.00 - £60.00

171

An ivory 'Scimitar' page-turner with unmarked
scrolling handle, to/w a Scottish ivory page-turner
187
with antler handle and silver ferrule, Edinburgh
1905 and a plain ivory page-turner inlaid with white
metal initials 'FC' £100.00 - £150.00

A George III silver fiddle pattern butter knife,
London 1802, to/w a stilton scoop with bead
pattern silver handle and patent pusher to the
electroplated tip, Mappin & Webb, Sheffield 1899
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A US sterling silver gilt and enamel caddy spoon
with shovel bowl and foliate scroll handle, Whiting
Manufacturing, New York (early 20th century)
£40.00 - £60.00

179

A modern embossed silver four-piece brush set
comprising two brushes, hand-mirror and comb, W
I Broadway & Co., Birmingham 1983 - in original
box, probably unused £50.00 - £70.00

173

A George III silver caddy spoon with shell bowl and
bright-cut handle, George Smith & William Fearn,
London 1787 £50.00 - £70.00

A Victorian engine-turned silver visiting card case,
Robert Thornton, Birmingham 1870, to/w an
Edwardian foliate-engraved example, E. J. Trevitt &
Sons, Chester 1903 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

169

An 18th century OEP silver soup ladle with
slender stem, maker's mark rubbed, London 1769
(probably) 4.4 oz £150.00 - £180.00

A George III silver caddy spoon, the sifter bowl
with filigree grill within engraved floral and seaweed
decoration, Samuel Pemberton, London 1803
£40.00 - £60.00

178

A silver mug of 18th century origin, tapering form
with scroll handle, later bright-cut engraving and
dated 1865, the mug marked for William Grundy,
London 1768, 11 oz, 11 cm high £100.00 - £150.00 185

172

A pair of George IV silver OEP sauce ladles,
Francis Higgins, London 1820, 3.5 oz £80.00 £120.00

186

A late Victorian silver-faced heart-shaped strut
clock with enamel-dialled watch movement,
Birmingham 1900, to/w a silver mustard with two
spoons, a teaspoon and a continental
electroplated salver £70.00 - £90.00
A pair of late Victorian loaded silver candlesticks
of octagonal baluster form, in the Carolean style,
with detachable grease-pans and moulded bases,
Hawksworthy, Eyre & Co. Ltd., Sheffield 1900
£200.00 - £300.00
A modern design cream jug of wedge form, the
riveted handle with two-piece ivory handle, maker
GBS (not identified), Birmingham 1982, 3.6 oz
gross £100.00 - £150.00

188

A late Victorian stilton scoop with feather-edge
and scroll handle, London 1896, 2.4 oz, to/w a
George III punch ladle with oval bowl, London 1790
(2) £60.00 - £90.00

189

A pair of Victorian silver ovoid pepperettes with
foliate-chased decoration, Charles Stuart Harris,

London 1888, to/w an oval ring-box, Birmingham
1922 (2) £70.00 - £100.00
190

191

A cased set of 'All Hall Marks' silver gilt
teaspoons, Mappin & Webb 1952 (Coronation
marks), to/w a three piece condiment set with blue 201
glass liners, Birmingham 1923, two Georg Jensen
'Blossom' salt spoons, Import London 1939, four
Georgian teaspoons and a 1952 small fork £70.00 £100.00
202
A George II silver pap-boat, London 1754 £50.00 £70.00

military issue wristwatch, black dial with luminous
hands and Arabic numerals, War Department
arrow and numerals stamped on reverse (2)
£100.00 - £150.00
A silver open-faced pocket watch with Acme lever
movement, Import London 1931, to/w an .800
grade hunter pocket watch and two .935 standard
pocket watches (4) £100.00 - £150.00
A nickel 'Goliath' pocket watch with top-wind lever
movement, enamel dial with subsidiary seconds
dial, 7 cm diameter £40.00 - £60.00

192

A French ham-bone holder with embossed and
chased .800 grade handle, in fitted case from H.
Boz, Seurne (Cote d'Or) £40.00 - £60.00

203

Three 'General Service Time Piece' pocket
watches with War Department stamps (all a/f)
£40.00 - £60.00

193

A modern embossed silver five-piece brush set
comprising hairbrushes, pair of brushes, handmirror and comb, W. I. Broadway & Co.,
Birmingham 1987/88 (in two cases), to/w a nonmatching comb and a Victorian cased carving set,
the horn handles with electroplated mounts (3)
£50.00 - £80.00

204

Ten various wristwatches including; Bulova,
Rotary, Omega (movement only), Jobin, Smiths,
Seiko, Longines, etc. £50.00 - £80.00

205

A Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch with
top-wind Waltham movement, Birmingham 1894,
to/w a boxed gent's Oris Crystal wristwatch with
automatic movement and bronzed dial, on part-gilt
and stainless steel bracelet strap (2) £50.00 £70.00

206

A lady's 9ct Rotary wristwatch with mother-of-pearl
dial and 15-jewel movement and expanding
bracelet strap, 9.8 g (net of movement), London
1960, to/w a lady's 9ct Nivada wristwatch with
silvered dial, Edinburgh 1951 and a lady's 9ct
Rotary wristwatch with silvered dial, London 1977,
the latter two watches with leather straps (3)
£100.00 - £150.00

207

A WW1 silver wristwatch, the black dial with
subsidiary seconds dial and luminous hands and
numerals, Swiss movement, the case Birmingham
1914, the screw-back engraved for 'R. St. G.
Atchley, 11th Yorks. 16th July 1915' £50.00 £70.00

208

A lady's 18ct gold wristwatch with Swiss
movement, Import London 1919, with moire strap,
to/w a lady's gilt metal Rotary wristwatch (2)
£80.00 - £120.00

209

A 9ct gold open-faced pocket watch with Waltham
movement, enamel dial with subsidiary seconds
dial, Dennison case, Birmingham 1915 £150.00 £200.00

210

A Swiss .935 standard lady's fob watch with
keywind lever movement, on electroplated single
Albert chain £40.00 - £60.00

211

A Victorian lady's 18ct gold fob watch with
ornately engraved case and dial, lever movement,
London 1876 £150.00 - £200.00

212

A silver and niello-decorated slimline pocket watch
with 17-jewel movement, Rode Watch Co., London
import 1926 £80.00 - £120.00

213

A 9ct gold fine-link Albert watch chain, 7.6 g, to/w
a Waltham gold-plated pocket watch with top-wind
movement (2) £60.00 - £90.00

214

A lady's 18K fob-watch with keywind lever

194

195

An octagonal silver comport with pierced corners,
Walker & Hall, Birmingham 1919 and two US
Sterling embossed dishes by J. E. Caldwell of
Philadelphia and Whiting Manufacturing New York
to/w an engine-turned napkin ring, Birmingham
1943 (4), 12.4 oz total £80.00 - £120.00
An Edwardian pair of ovoid silver pepperettes,
Deakin & Francis, Birmingham 1901, to/w a pair of
Victorian fiddle pattern salt spoons, Exeter 1873,
three silver napkin rings, a silver-clad napkin ring,
a silver fork and a Victorian cased set of twelve
electroplated fancy-design teaspoons with
matching tongs (10) £40.00 - £60.00

196

A limited edition cased set of twelve silver gilt
replica Tichborne Spoons, with figural finials,
no.2584/5000 £200.00 - £250.00

197

A fine quality late Victorian silver ceremonial
trowel with engraved blade (United Methodist
Foundation Stone ceremony 1906), the ivory
handle carved with a Black Forest boar-hunting
scene, James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield 1900, in
fitted case £150.00 - £250.00

198

An unmarked mesh evening purse with agate-set
clasp, silk lining and dentil fringe, to/w a French
mesh coin purse stamped 'Paris 1900', an agateset padlock clasp, Sterling 'Squirrel' brooch set
with marcasite, silver brooch decorated with a bird
and inscribed 'I am, I can, I ought, I will' and a
WW1 'emergency coin' brooch set with a 1916
one franc (6) £70.00 - £100.00

199

A Georgian silver fob seal engraved with
monogram, maker possibly Thomas Liddiard and
two similar, smaller, intaglio fob-seals (3) £40.00 £60.00

200

A gentleman's chrome-plated Jaeger le Coultre
wristwatch, the silvered dial with subsidiary
seconds dial, Arabic numerals and luminous
hands, movement model P468/A, to/w a WW2
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movement, engraved case £150.00 - £200.00

£500.00

215

A Victorian lady's fob watch with engraved case
and dial, keywind lever movement no.3196 by W.
J. Thompson of London, the case London 1875
£180.00 - £220.00

233

A stylised woven basket brooch, handmade white
metal setting, set with faceted rock crystal, green
dyed chalcedony and pink cabochons £250.00 £350.00

216

A lady's 9ct gold Vertex wristwatch with 15-jewel
Swiss movement, on gold rope-twist bracelet,
Birmingham 1952, 9.7 g net of movement, with
original box, to/w another lady's 9ct wristwatch
with gold bracelet £70.00 - £100.00

234

An oval shell cameo of Diana with pendant fitting
attached, yellow metal setting with rope edge
£80.00 - £120.00

235

A long row of Oriental multi-coloured carved,
polished and faceted beads including jade, bone,
glass etc, various ages and materials £100.00 £150.00

236

Five rows of various beads including garnet and
agate, multi-coloured beads etc to/w three green
and one purple gemstones £60.00 - £80.00

237

A row of Asian beads carved with various male
heads, with seated figure termination £40.00 £60.00

238

A Carol Darby contemporary style silver brooch
with gilded highlights, in original box £60.00 £80.00

239

A Carol Darby moonstone ring, silver set with
applied scrollwork and gilt highlights, in original
box £60.00 - £80.00

240

A gilt metal pierced leaf brooch set with multicoloured stones including amethyst, opal and
garnet etc £60.00 - £80.00

241

An oval mourning brooch having central hairwork
with black enamel surround in gold scrollwork
frame £80.00 - £120.00

242

A lady's 9ct gold wristwatch with Swiss
movement, import London 1922, on expanding gilt
bracelet £60.00 - £80.00

A 9ct rose gold fancy curb bracelet with 9ct
padlock attached, Chester 1918, approx 14g, in
heart shaped box £150.00 - £200.00

243

A lady's 9ct gold Avia wristwatch with 17-jewel
Incabloc movement, on mesh braclet strap,
London 1964, 10.6 g net of movement £80.00 £120.00

A yellow and white metal flying insect brooch
having eight cut diamond set wings, ruby eyes and
cultured pearl thorax, approx 3 cm wingspan
£150.00 - £200.00

244

A silver set dragonfly brooch set with blue/purple
butterfly wings stamped silver, wingspan approx 8
cm, length 5 cm £150.00 - £200.00

217

A Victorian silver open-faced pocket watch with
keywind lever movement, Chester 1894, to/w
another silver pocket watch with top-wind
movement by Thos. Russell & Son of Liverpool,
Birmingham 1913 and Waltham gilt metal pocket
watch (3) £50.00 - £70.00

218

A gent's Omega Seamaster Calendar Automatic
wristwatch with gilt case and bracelet strap
(boxed) £100.00 - £150.00

219

A gent's Omega gilt and steel automatic
wristwatch, the silvered dial with subsidiary
seconds dial £40.00 - £60.00

220

A US 18K hunter pocket watch, the case richly
engraved and decorated in niello with rural village
scene and spray of flowers, top-wind 'Royal' lever
movement no.1767511, by The American Watch
Co., Waltham, Mass, the outer case stamped
'Warranted 18k' £500.00 - £600.00

221

222

223

A 1920's lady's 18kt Art Deco cocktail watch with
17-jewel 'Fidea' movement and engraved and
silvered tonneau dial, on base-metal mesh
bracelet strap £60.00 - £80.00

224

A gent's and a lady's Timex wristwatches £10.00 £20.00

225

A US coin metal open-faced pocket watch by E.
Hoard & Co. of Boston, to/w a Swiss .935
standard pocket watch by Timing and Repeating
Watch Co., Geneva (2) £70.00 - £90.00

245

A pair of garnet cluster drop earrings, yellow metal
set, stamped 750 £100.00 - £150.00

246

A yellow metal ball pendant set with multi-stones
in rope work setting £80.00 - £120.00

226

A Waltham gilt metal pocket watch with keywind
movement, to/w a chrome-case Westclox Zobo
pocket watch (2) £50.00 - £70.00

247

An open work style butterfly brooch, set with
sapphires and eight-cut diamonds in yellow and
white metal setting £100.00 - £150.00

230

A large cocktail ring set with oval multi-faceted
above and below girdle, in handmade yellow metal
basket style setting stamped 14k, the golden
coloured citrine approx 3 x 2.3 cm, 20g all in
£250.00 - £350.00

248

A single stone purple synthetic corundum, yellow
metal claw set to/w opal and diamond fleur-de-lys
ring in yellow metal setting £80.00 - £120.00

249

A yellow gold hollow curb linked bracelet, having
three-intaglio seals attached including stone set
and blue enamelled watch key, one jasper, one
amethyst, one bloodstone and one small uncut
amethyst seal, padlock attached stamped 9ct
approx 38g all in £400.00 - £600.00

231

An agate belt of four row gate style with agate
buckle, length approx 63 cm £150.00 - £200.00

232

A 9ct yellow gold bangle approx 1 cm wide,
approx 45g in bracelet box, 6.9 cm £400.00 -
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250

A love bird pendant set with old cut diamonds,
rubies, sapphires and emeralds, yellow gold and
silver setting on 9ct fine curb chain £300.00 £500.00

decoration, 11.5 cm - 9.5 cm wide, stamped 9ct
maker MBC to/w Mantilla comb £100.00 - £150.00

250A An oval ceramic brooch, painted with a peacock
on a stone parapet, signed C. Gresley, including
gilt metal surround, 4 x 5.5 cm (NB - Cuthbert
Gresley and his brother Harold were employed as
painters at the Royal Crown Derby Factory circa
1900) £50.00 - £70.00
251
252

253

254

255

264

A part row of graduated natural pearls to/w heart
shaped opal and diamond pendant hanger £60.00 £80.00

265
A yellow gold engraved dog's head stick pin with
brown eyes in cased supplied by Tilley & Son
Dorchester to/w three-stone sapphire and diamond 266
ring £80.00 - £120.00
A citrine set cross in gilt metal setting to/w white
paste flower and crescent and star brooch in silver
setting, tortoiseshell pique brooch and cameo bar
brooch all a/f £60.00 - £80.00
A collection of various silver and gold jewellery
items including garnet set pendant, amethyst and
pearl set pendant, sapphire and pearl set pendant,
knot style brooch set pearls and red stone, silver
Celtic brooch, two silver coin frame brooches
(vacant), silver horseshoe pin, boulder opal stone
on matrix, all a/f £100.00 - £150.00
A three row faceted belcher chain having gilt metal
locket attached, necklace approx 20g to/w old
gold half engraved bracelet, diamond set cluster
ring, high cabochon dyed agate ring, approx 30g
all in (4) £200.00 - £300.00
A 22ct yellow gold court style wedding band, at
present size L, approx 5.5h=g £100.00 - £150.00

257

A Victorian gilt metal half engraved bangle,
engraved in the centre 'Souvenir', with floral and
foliate decoration, in fitted box supplied by James
Watt, Southport £50.00 - £80.00

258

A large collection of vintage jewellery and other
items including imitation pearls, EPNS belt, silver
bangle, tie pins, cufflinks, paste necklaces, button
hooks, paper knife, shoe horn etc £40.00 - £60.00

259

A single row of pressed amber beads knotted
throughout, approx 1.5oz £60.00 - £80.00

260

A collection of various vintage jewellery items of
jewellery including eight-row simulated pearl
necklace with floral spray centrepiece, paste set
earrings, brooches and watch, marcasite necklace
and brooch, paste-set pendant, silver baby's rattle
and cocktail watches £40.00 - £60.00

262

A quantity of vintage jewellery including imitation
pearl collar, cream and black enamel Art Deco
style torque necklace, pair of K J Lane starburst
paste set earrings stamped KJL in Ken Lane box,
imitation pearl and paste set crescent brooch,
imitation pearl cluster necklace etc £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of baroque pearl stud earrings, untested,
possibly natural ocean pearls £100.00 - £150.00

256

261

263

A collection of various items including Victorian
yellow gold brooch in scrollwork setting; citrine set
with detachable citrine drop to/w 9ct oval brooch
with faceted centre, locket at back; gilt metal
brooch set with red stones; gilt metal butterfly
brooch and enamel brooch £100.00 - £150.00
A set of three graduated tortoiseshell haircombs
each having 9ct yellow gold Art Nouveau style
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A pear shaped black opal cabochon and diamond
cluster ring, white metal set stamped 18ct
£700.00 - £800.00
An antique diamond set double circlet brooch, old
and eight-cut diamonds, silver set with gold
backing £500.00 - £600.00

267

A Victorian ruby and diamond marquise style
cluster ring, the three central rubies surrounded by
rose cut diamonds having small ruby on each
shoulder, 18ct yellow gold, Chester £200.00 £300.00

268

A Victorian ruby and diamond five stone claw set
ring, Chester, 1899 £200.00 - £300.00

269

A black onyx brooch with gold pearl set
monogram in centre, yellow gold mount, locket at
back enclosing a coil of blonde hair to/w a
miniature without hair locket (2) £80.00 - £120.00

270

Two mourning brooches, one set with black
enamel with pearl set spray engraved 1837 etc,
one set banded agate with key pattern enamelled
surround (both a/f), to/w a blue enamel and paste
set brooch featuring paste set tree in centre (3)
£80.00 - £120.00

271

A pair of 18ct yellow gold plain oval chainlinked
cufflinks to/w three 9ct studs, approx 8g of 18ct,
and 2 g of 9ct £250.00 - £300.00

272

A three stone old cut diamond cluster ring, yellow
gold claw set stamped 18ct £150.00 - £200.00

273

An Arts and Crafts dress clip set with carved
green stone plaque, dyed green chalcedony and
moonstone to/w white and green paste belt
buckle, pair of green and white paste shoe
buckles, paste and marcasite set brooches and
clip, odd earring etc and hairwork bar brooch
£80.00 - £120.00

274

A Victorian bloomed gold brooch set with oval pale
aquamarine £200.00 - £300.00

275

A large quantity of vintage jewellery including three
paste-set double clip brooches, paste and
marcasite set brooches, watches, Venetian and
other beads etc to/w trench art RAF brooch
£40.00 - £60.00

276

A large oval shell cameo brooch in yellow metal
rope style mount stamped 9ct to/w a 9ct signet
ring, 9ct watch, yellow gold fob, gold cased pencil
and yellow gold sardonyx set ring, fob 11g
£200.00 - £300.00

277

278

279

280

281

282

Two rows of coral beads, box of loose stick coral,
silver and enamelled locket, two stick pins - one
stage and one wishbone, enamelled bluebird bar
brooch, twist bar brooch and gilt metal tiepin
£60.00 - £80.00

£250.00 - £350.00
293

A 9ct yellow gold signet ring with matt head,
approx 7g £50.00 - £80.00

294

A single stone opal triplet ring, 9ct yellow gold
£40.00 - £60.00

A lot containing pair of oval citrine and yellow
metal cufflinks to/w four button links set with green 295
paste, pair of mother-of-pearl cufflinks, single silver
cufflink, 'dumb-bell' tie pin, marcasite set pear drop 296
earrings, paste-set ring, two gilt metal chains,
loose operculum, metal kilt pin and wire-framed
double magnifier etc £80.00 - £120.00
297
A row of graduated cultured pearls on 18ct white
gold and platinum set diamond set snap £80.00 £120.00
An Edwardian sapphire and diamond circlet
brooch stamped 15ct, 3g, to/w a 9ct gold
horseshoe and cane brooch set red paste; pair of
cultured pearl stud earrings; gilt metal spectacle
frame, 'CO' stud, enamel and pearl bar brooch
£80.00 - £120.00

A pen worked box containing a large quantity of
modern bead necklaces to/w a Royal Sussex
Regiment silver and enamel brooch £70.00 - £90.00
A mixed lot of vintage jewellery including shell
cameos, 9ct yellow gold engraved fob watch,
cigarette cases, silver ephemera, enamel mirror
etc £40.00 - £60.00

298

A diamond set hexagonal cluster ring set with
eighteen brilliant cut diamonds in 18ct yellow gold,
centre stone approx 0.12 carats £500.00 - £800.00

299

An opal doublet single stone ring stamped 9ct
to/w smoky quartz ring, 9ct yellow gold claw set
(2) £100.00 - £150.00

A 9ct gold enamel and diamond set Seaforth
300
Highlanders Regimental brooch and a pair of 9ct
gold oval panel and enamel cufflinks, chain linked
and engraved for Seaforth Highlanders Regimental,
301
both in boxes for Goldsmiths & Silversmiths (2)
£350.00 - £450.00
A pair of whte metal and cultured pearl drop
earrings hanging from a single diamond stud
£150.00 - £180.00

A single stone opal ring, 9ct yellow gold set
£40.00 - £60.00

A triple row of graduated simulated pearl necklace
on paste-set snap in fitted case by Lotus £75.00 £100.00
A Victorian yellow bloomed gold circular brooch
with Etruscan style decoration set with pale blue
stones £100.00 - £150.00

302

A Victorian surete pin in form of a bejewelled
cross with Etruscan decoration, set with seven
garnets and one ruby doublet, linked with safety
chain £100.00 - £150.00

303

A yellow metal hollow linked bracelet having
concealed snap stamped 750, approx 29g £450.00
- £550.00

304

A Victorian yellow gold elliptical brooch set with
smoky quartz and two pear shaped rock crystal
£100.00 - £150.00

305

A quantity of vintage jewellery including imitation
pearls, enamelled sixpence on chain, crescent
brooch, stone beads etc to/w mid-late Victorian
hollow glass imitation pearl drop earrings, in black
jewel case, large Scottish style brooch, and
converted gilt metal brooch set with opal doublet
and small pearls £40.00 - £60.00

283

A pair of yellow metal earstuds, cage set with
mabe pearls £40.00 - £60.00

284

A 15ct yellow gold double Albert chain with two
swivels attached (one loose), approx 48g £700.00 £800.00

285

An 18ct abstract gold band ring approx 9.0g to/w
piece of old gold £150.00 - £180.00

286

A 1930s engraved yellow metal bangle stamped
22 £200.00 - £250.00

287

A white and red synthetic stone bar brooch to/w
matching hinge earrings converted from a bracelet
£150.00 - £180.00

288

A Georgian elliptical mourning brooch enclosing
hairwork engraved on back E Mackay, having soft
soldered fitting and front enclosing hairwork to/w
small mourning brooch enclosing hairwork, yellow
gold and pearls around £80.00 - £120.00

306

A large collection of vintage necklaces including
two rows of stick coral, glass and ceramic beads
etc £200.00 - £250.00

Various items of silver jewellery including two
snake chain necklaces, Victorian paste set star
brooch, enamel pendant on silver guard chain and
silver ingot on chain, in jewel box £40.00 - £60.00

307

A Victorian yellow gold fancy curb necklace chain
fitted with swivel, approx 50g, 42 cm long to/w two
further gold necklet chains and small gilt metal
circle brooch set with turquoise and pearls
£600.00 - £700.00

308

A single row of uniform cultured pearls knotted
throughout onto yellow metal cluster snap set with
cultured pearls stamped 9ct, to/w a row of tiny
natural pearls plainly strung onto barrel snap (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

289

290

A single row of graduated white opal beads with
crystal roundels between, on white metal snap
stamped 9ct set with small opal £80.00 - £120.00

291

Seven rows of various beads including labradorite,
various agates and quartz etc £140.00 - £160.00

292

A five stone illusion-set diamond ring, yellow and
white metal set stamped 18ct and platinum
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309

A quantity of mostly 9ct gold items including curb
bracelet, two snake necklace chains, two bangles,
locket, St Christopher, cross and chain, all a/f
approx 35 g all in £80.00 - £120.00

324

A yellow metal curb bracelet, each link stamped
375 with padlock attached, stamped 9ct, approx
30g £150.00 - £200.00

310

A contemporary collar and matching bracelet both
set with oval haemetite stamped Sterling 925 in
case supplied by Loot £60.00 - £80.00

325

A 15ct bloomed gold scarf/cravat retainer set
single old cut diamond in centre, approx 4 g all in
£60.00 - £80.00

311

A quantity of vintage and later costume jewellery
including marcasite bracelet, pendant, brooches
etc to/w heart shaped cubic zirconia pendant on
chain and old gold wristwatch etc £20.00 - £30.00

326

A yellow metal safety pin style brooch set with
pearl set bow with turquoise centre, in case
supplied by Spink and Son to/w two bar brooches
and pendant (damaged) approx 5 g all in £50.00 £80.00

312

A diamond set triple cluster ring, the centre stone
approx 0.25 carats, size stones approx 0.20, all
surrounded by small eight-cut diamonds, yellow
and white metal set £600.00 - £800.00

327

A circular stick pin with rope style edges having
old cut diamond to centre, yellow metal setting, in
fitted case supplied by S. Smith & Son, approx 5g
£100.00 - £150.00

313

Two 22ct gold wedding rings, one distorted,
approx 5g £100.00 - £150.00

328

An oval shell cameo brooch of female in 9ct yellow
gold frame, approx 8 g all in £60.00 - £80.00

314

A single stone diamond ring, yellow and white
metal setting stamped 18ct, approx 0.20 carats,
having small eight-cut diamond to shoulder
£100.00 - £150.00

329

A Victorian 15 ct yellow gold mourning ring having
hair work centre and black enamelled shoulders,
hallmarked Chester 1889, in box of similar age,
approx 5g all in £60.00 - £80.00

315

A collection of five stone set rings, one set with
rectangular Ceylon sapphire, two set with small
diamonds, one with platinum shank and set with
zircon, one set with black enamel, approx 4g of
platinum all in £100.00 - £150.00

330

A 9ct hollow bangle, Chester 1919, approx 13g
£50.00 - £80.00

331

A collection of various rings including 18ct blue
stone and pearl, yellow metal shell cameo ring,
9ct Oxford style signet ring, 9ct monogrammed
ring, 9ct monogram signet ring with square head,
scrap signet ring, yellow metal paste set eternity
ring and 22ct wedding band, all a/f, yellow metal
and 9ct approx 17g, 22 ct approx 3 g £100.00 £150.00

332

A three-stone diamond ring, white and yellow
metal set stamped 18ct £80.00 - £120.00

333

Two 9ct necklace chains to/w rose coloured metal
necklace chain stamped 9ct and rose coloured
swivel, approx 19g £80.00 - £120.00

334

A yellow metal mesh necklace chain stamped
375, approx 7 g £40.00 - £60.00

335

A yellow metal mesh style bracelet with engraved
box stamp and three chain linked drops stamped
22k, approx 22 g £400.00 - £500.00

336

A 9ct two-row yellow metal gate style bracelet
with padlock and safety chain attached to/w high
grade gold hollow faceted bangle (broken), approx
11g £80.00 - £120.00

337

A collection of nineteen pairs of earrings mostly
studs including white and pink pearls, yellow gold
hoops, marcasite etc in large earrings box
£100.00 - £150.00

A quantity of antique and vintage jewellery
including loose Venetian beads, loose pearls,
fragments of jet, enamel bangle etc £40.00 £60.00

338

A yellow metal large linked Albert chain with
swivel and bar, the bar stamped 9ct, approx 50g
£350.00 - £450.00

An Arts & Crafts silver blue/green enamel and
blister pearl necklace in the manner of Archibald
Knox £150.00 - £200.00

339

A Victorian five stone diamond ring in closed back
setting having scroll work under bezel, shank
engraved overall with no signs of sizing, 15 ct
yellow gold, Birmingham 1870, size I ½ £100.00 £150.00

316

Box of contemporary costume jewellery including
bead necklaces, earrings etc £20.00 - £30.00

317

A single row of large graduated coral beads, the
centre stone approx 2cm diam graduated to 1cm,
approx 40 cm, in need of restringing on yellow
metal barrel snap, approx 95g to/w three further
rows of coral beads (total weight of three 100g) (4)
£300.00 - £400.00

318

An emerald and diamond rectangular cluster ring,
white metal setting with yellow metal claws to
emerald, yellow metal shank with textured
shoulders £400.00 - £500.00

319

Four stone set rings, one set with white sapphires,
one set sapphire and diamond, one set with blue
spinnel, one set with green stone, all a/f £100.00 £150.00

320

Three Victorian mourning items including oval
white chalcedony brooch with hair work centre
within ribbon bow, banded agate and sardonyx
with hair work centrepiece and heart shaped gilt
metal locket, all gilt metal set, all a/f £100.00 £150.00

321

322

323

A yellow metal snake style Albert chain fitted with
swivel and bar, approx 10g £100.00 - £140.00
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340

A sapphire and diamond Art Deco style cluster
ring set with princess and old cut diamond around
central stone yellow and metal set £400.00 £600.00

341

A single stone old cut diamond ring having three
old cut diamonds on each shoulder in yellow and
white gold claw setting, stamped 18ct, approx
0.50 carats £400.00 - £600.00

342

A double entwined snake ring both heads set with
three diamonds each, yellow metal set £400.00 £600.00

343

An antique-style diamond cluster ring having
central old cut diamond in possibly Georgian foil
back setting in centre, surrounded by two rows of
old rose and eight cut diamonds, gold and silver
set, approx 2 carats all in £3,000.00 - £4,000.00

344

An oval brooch containing a large amethyst of
good colour in yellow gold cannetille work setting,
2.8 x 2.3 cm £500.00 - £600.00

345

Various items of gold and yellow metal jewellery
including 9ct linked bracelet, dome ring stamped
9ct, two 9ct wedding bands etc, approx 38g
£300.00 - £400.00

346

A Victorian 9ct rose gold curb style Albert chain
with swivel and bar, approx 14g £150.00 - £200.00

347

A 9ct white and yellow gold graduated twisted
rope and box link necklace chain approx 17g
£200.00 - £250.00

348

An Eastern style necklace formed of large ambercoloured beads on metal chain interspersed with
metal beads £30.00 - £40.00

349

A large bracelet formed of tumbled amber pieces
on elastic to/w amber bead necklace and celluloid
necklace (3) £30.00 - £40.00

350

A large specimen of amber in four-claw brooch
mount containing at least six various insects,
approx 22g all in, 4.5 x 3.7 cm £100.00 - £200.00

351

A spangled amber bangle in the Art Nouveau
style, to/w similar pendant (2) £40.00 - £60.00

352

A graduated clouldy amber bead necklace approx
82 cm long, 90g all in £100.00 - £200.00

353

A row of graduated pale amber beads approx 40g
£100.00 - £150.00

354

A row of faceted amber beads knotted throughout
approx 60g £100.00 - £150.00

355

A collection of three antique carved ivory brooches
including a sheaf of wheat spray, rose and leaf
brooch and flower brooch (3) £40.00 - £60.00

356

Dyed stone carved prayer beads with tassel bead
and tassel £20.00 - £30.00

357

An Art Deco glass pendant featuring pyramid and
Pharaoh gilt metal mounts on black silk cord set
with marcasite (2 missing) to/w Egyptian faience
scarab brooch and two iridescent beetle brooches
£30.00 - £50.00

358

A large vintage polychrome enamel and marcasite
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Hibiscus brooch £40.00 - £60.00
359

A vintage bracelet formed of blue and green
Venetian glass with metal bead edge settings to/w
matching brooch (2) £40.00 - £60.00

360

An Art Deco style blue and black glass bead
necklace in original box from Burma £50.00 £80.00

361

An Art Deco style marcasite and blue enamel
bracelet stamped 925 £30.00 - £40.00

362

A garnet bead necklace to/w faceted glass beads
in autumnal colours, mixed glass; multi-stone
tumbled bead necklace including various agates,
chalcedony, lapis etc to/w similar shorter circular
bead necklace £60.00 - £80.00

363

A Carol Darby black baroque pearl ring, silver set
with gilt bead highlights to/w a pair of Carol Darby
earrings for pierced ears, oval with gold scrollwork
centres £40.00 - £60.00

364

A large Victorian oval shell cameo of female in
scroll style setting with milled edges £80.00 £120.00

365

David Andersen - A suite of Norwegian blue
enamel jewellery comprising necklace, bracelet,
double leaf brooch, pair of double leaf earrings with
clip-on fittings and two identical leaf brooches, all
silver gilt stamped DA, 925 S Norway Sterling
£300.00 - £400.00

366

David Andersen - A Norwegian two coloured blue
enamelled pansy brooch, silver gilt set to/w white
enamel pearlised single leaf, silver gilt set £120.00
- £150.00

367

A collection of white enamelled Norwegian silver
gilt jewellery including three leaf brooches and pair
of fuschia drop screw-on earrings, stamped 925 S
Norway Sterling to/w blue enamelled leaf brooch
stamped 925 S Sterling Silver made in Norway
£80.00 - £120.00

368

A French 18ct yellow gold hollow shaped bangle
having concealed hinge and snap, fitted with
safety catches approx 20g £300.00 - £400.00

369

Two row baroque turquoise necklace, a single row
baroque turquoise bead necklace, and an
aventurine circular bead necklace (3) £40.00 £60.00

370

A Chinese white metal pendant necklace, formed
of a hollow rectangular pierced pendant featuring
an immortal astride a kylin, on chain and bead
linked chain £60.00 - £80.00

371

A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the seven
eight-cut diamonds surrounded by dark blue
sapphire in white metal setting stamped 18ct
£200.00 - £300.00

372

An Arts & Crafts green stone cabochon brooch
having two suspended tassels with river pearl
terminations, stone approx 35 mm wide x 70 mm
total length £80.00 - £120.00

373

Two long rows of mixed quartz tumbled beads

£30.00 - £50.00

and two swan ashtrays (5) £40.00 - £60.00

374

A black opal five stone ring with rose points
between, 18ct yellow gold carved claw setting,
size Q £100.00 - £150.00

401

Murano glass - a pair of multi-coloured iridescent
vases, 17 cm high, to/w five further vases (7)
£50.00 - £80.00

375

An Edwardian gold half sovereign, 1914 £100.00 £150.00

402

Five Murano glass vases, four of organic form,
14.5 - 24 cm high (5) £40.00 - £60.00

376

A Victorian gold sovereign, 1900 £180.00 - £200.00 403

377

A Victorian gold sovereign 1899 £180.00 - £200.00

378

An Edwardian gold half sovereign, 1913, in 9ct
repouse decorated ring, approx 13.9g all in
£100.00 - £150.00

379

A Victorian half sovereign, 1894 £100.00 - £150.00 405

380

A Victorian half sovereign, 1900 £100.00 - £150.00

381

An Edwardian half sovereign, 1904 £100.00 £150.00

382

An Edwardian half sovereign, 1909 £100.00 £150.00

383

An Edwardian half sovereign, 1909 £100.00 £150.00

384

An Edwardian half sovereign, 1910 £100.00 £150.00

385

A Victorian gold sovereign, 1900 £180.00 - £200.00

386

An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1904 £180.00 £200.00

387

An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1905 £180.00 £200.00

388

An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1912 £180.00 £200.00

389

An Edwardian half sovereign, 1907 £100.00 £150.00

390

A Victorian gold sovereign, 1891 £180.00 - £200.00

391

A Victorian gold sovereign, 1899 £180.00 - £200.00 412

404

391A An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1911 £180.00 £200.00

Four red Murano glass tazzas, 14.5 - 21.5 cm
high (4) £50.00 - £80.00
A pair of flattened conical Murano glass green
vases, 13 cm, another vase 18.5 cm and a green
tazza 18 cm (4) £50.00 - £80.00
Three Murano glass figurines including a flamenco
dancer, 33 cm high (3) £100.00 - £130.00

406

A pair of Murano cocktail glasses incorporating
fish in the tall stems, 24 cm high, to/w a gold
flecked Venetian goblet 19.5 cm high and a blue
and gold flecked pear-shaped vase, 20 cm (4)
£40.00 - £60.00

407

Murano glass - Nico Collection white cased vase
with facial features, 17 cm high, an F & M Ballerin
scent bottle to/w a hen and cockerel models (4)
£60.00 - £80.00

408

A pair of Murano glass 'sail' sculptures raised on
circular black plinths, 31 cm (2) £50.00 - £80.00

409

Four Murano glass swirling sculptures raised on
rectangular plinths, 19.5 - 26 cm high (4) £50.00 £80.00

410

Formia, Murano - circular wheel sculpture raised
on a square plinth, etched maker name, 29 cm
high £150.00 - £200.00

411

A circular wheel sculpture raised on a black plinth,
25 cm high, to/w two twisted glass sculptures (3)
£80.00 - £120.00
Four Murano glass figural sculptures, 17 cm - 31
cm high (4) £60.00 - £100.00

413

An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1912 £180.00 £200.00

Murano glass tazza, 25.5 cm containing twenty
seven glass sweets/bonbons £80.00 - £100.00

414

392A An Edwardian gold sovereign, 1913 £180.00 £200.00

Three Murano glass teardrop sculptures, 16.5 cm,
25 cm & 29.5 cm (3) £50.00 - £80.00

415

A Victorian half sovereign in pendant mount, 1897
£100.00 - £150.00

Five Murano glass swirling sculptures raised on
clear glass plinths (5) £60.00 - £80.00

416

393A A Victorian half sovereign in pendant mount, 1887,
drill hole £100.00 - £150.00

Diano Marina Murano glass fluted tray to/w thirty
glass sweets/bonbons £50.00 - £80.00

417

Two Murano glass and metal sailing boats, 23.5
cm & 26 cm h. (2) £40.00 - £60.00

418

Four Murano glass fish including a sting ray to/w a
pair of conjoined penguins (5) £40.00 - £60.00

419

Six Murano cased glass items comprising three
bowls, goblet and two vases to/w an additional
vase (7) £40.00 - £60.00

392

393

394

A US 2.5 dollar 1911, on yellow metal belcher
chain, 10.8g £100.00 - £150.00

395

A gold Krugerand coin, 1968 £750.00 - £850.00

396

A gold Krugerand coin, 1968 £750.00 - £850.00

397

A gold Krugerand coin, 1968 £750.00 - £850.00

398

A gold Krugerand coin, 1968 £750.00 - £850.00

420

399

A 15ct gold thimble with cannetille work
decoration, set with turquoise and pearls, in fitted
case, approx. 4.7g £200.00 - £300.00

A collection of Murano glass comprising three
tigers, three horses, two trees with birds, candle
and bunch of grapes (box) £30.00 - £40.00

421

A Murano glass tazza, 27 cm to/w thirty seven
sweets/bonbon £80.00 - £100.00

400

Murano glass - three bird sculptures, 32.5 cm high
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422

A Moorcroft circular floral decorated pot and cover, 438
blue/green ground, impressed facsimilie signature,
Potter to HM the Queen, 11.5 cm dia. to/w a
Poole Pottery Delphis boat shaped dish, 43 cm
439
long (2) £50.00 - £80.00

A pair of Royal Doulton vases, blue ground,
decorated with a wide band of gilded swirls, 20 cm
(2) £80.00 - £120.00
A Doulton Lambeth baluster vase decorated in the
Art Nouveau style, a Royal Doulton foliage ware
vase, 20 cm and a later Royal Doulton tapered
vase, 23 cm (3) £100.00 - £150.00

423

Meir & Son - a Victorian blue & white oval meat
plate, Indian Star pattern, impressed and printed
marks, 45.5 x 35.5 cm £50.00 - £80.00

440

424

A large Minton style majolica jardiniere decorated
in relief with three masks joined with floral and fruit
swags, 24.5 cm h £30.00 - £50.00

A Royal Doulton loving cup decorated with a flower
head motif within a heart border, 18.5 cm high
£80.00 - £120.00

441

425

Four Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
paperweights - Cockerel, Chicken, Partridge (?)
and Wren, gold and silver stoppers (4) £80.00 £120.00

426

Four Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
paperweights - Angel Fish, Seated Cat, Seal Pup,
all with gold stoppers and Snail, seconds quality
and no stopper (4) £70.00 - £90.00

Six Wedgwood Jasper Ware oval plaques
commemorating The Royal Family comprising;
HM Queen Elizabeth II and HRH The Duke of
Edinburgh Silver Wedding 1947-1972, HRH The
Princess Margaret, limited edition 722/1000, 1973;
HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother, limited
edition 998/100; HRH The Prince Charles, limited
edition 602/3000 and HRH The Princess Anne,
1709/2000 (6) £60.00 - £80.00

427

Two Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
paperweights - Monkey and Baby, gold stopper
and Kingfisher, silver stopper (2) £50.00 - £80.00

442

428

A Continental porcelain figure of a Dandy, 21 cm
high £50.00 - £80.00

Four Wedgwood jasper ware oval plaques
commemorating Sir Winston Churchill 459/1000,
1974; Admiral of the Fleet the Earl Mountbatten of
Burma, 499/750; Josiah Wedgwood FRS,
525/1000, 1974; George Stubbs 105/1000 1974 (4)
£40.00 - £80.00

429

A Royal Worcester blush ground bachelor's tea
service and circular tray c.1899 £70.00 - £90.00

443

430

A small collection of modern Royal Crown Derby
Imari items comprising; a Queen Elizabeth II
Golden Jubilee Plate 30.5 cm dia; an 'Old Imari',
pattern 1128 dinner plate, 27 cm, plate pattern
8687, 21.5 cm, loving cup 'Old Imari' pattern 1128
and 'The Windsor cup and saucer' hand-painted by
Jackie Morrison £80.00 - £120.00

431

A Studio glass bowl, indistinctly signed, rough
pontil, 9 cm dia. £50.00 - £80.00

A Wedgwood rectangular Black Jasper ware
plaque titled 'Dancing Hours' mounted and framed
7 x 21.7 cm to/w eight small circular jasper ware
medallions and central oval plaque decorated with
horses, mounted and framed, a green jasper ware
circular plaque, mounted and framed, 9 cm diam,
a black Basalt Memorial Medallion of HRH the
Duke of Windsor 1894-1972, 1212/2000 and a lilac
oval jasper ware tray 20 x 26 cm (5) £80.00 £120.00

444

A pair of Arthur Wood Art Deco wall pockets
decorated with flowers and foliage, approx. 23 cm
long (2) £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of Herend porcelain cockerels, 23.5 cm high
and a peacock, 11 cm high (3) £60.00 - £80.00

445

A Herend porcelain model of a parrot, 21.5 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

An Art Deco heavy cut glass boudoir set
comprising a scent bottle, perfume bottle with
atomiser and lozenge-shaped box and cover (3)
£150.00 - £200.00

446

A Herend porcelain model of two rabbits, 14 cm
high £100.00 - £150.00

447

Two Herend porcelain models of partridges, 23 cm
high (2) £100.00 - £150.00

434

An 18th century continental saltglaze stoneware
beer stein having a pewter lid incised with initials
AMS 1789, pewter inpressed OHRT 1761 to
underside, 19.5 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

448

A pair of heavy Waterford crystal candlesticks, the
long columns formed as sea horses, 29 cm high
£60.00 - £80.00

435

A Royal Dux model of a nymph on a shell, pink
pad mark, imp no 2328, 27 cm high £60.00 £90.00

449

A Royal Dux model of a Polar Bear, 26 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00

450

A mottled blue ground studio pottery bowl raised
on a tall foot, 17 cm diam x 13.7 cm h. to/w a
large conical studio pottery bowl, 37.5 cm diam. x
11 cm h., both bearing the same impressed
monogram mark (2) £100.00 - £200.00

451

Rupert Spira (British b. 1960) - a flaring conical
bowl, copper red glaze, impressed RS seal, 28 cm
diam. x 10 cm h. £150.00 - £300.00

452

Henry Hammond (British 1914-1989) - a circular
bowl externally decorated with foliage, impressed

432

433

436

A Poole plate, Atlantis series, designed by Guy
Sydenham, 22 cm dia., impressed factory mark
and monogram £60.00 - £90.00

437

A Royal Doulton loving cup commemorating The
Coronation of King George V and Queen Mary
1911, 16.5 cm high, to/w a Doulton Lambeth
beaker commemorating Queen Victoria's Diamond
Jubilee 1897, 12.5 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00
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mark, 22.5 cm diam. x 11 cm h. to/w a bowl by
Sheila Jones, incised decoration to the exterior,
brown, blue and lilac mottled ground, 20 cm diam.
and a square chamfered stoneware dish on four
feet, impressed JR seal to base, 21.5 x 21.5 cm
(3) £50.00 - £80.00
453

454

Seth Cardew (British b. 1934), Wenford Bridge
Pottery - a stoneware dish decorated in the
Oriental style with a pine tree, impressed marks,
26 cm diam. £80.00 - £120.00
Two terracotta circular plates with slipware
decoration, 28 cm diam. to/w a large stoneware
bowl with wavy scrafitto decoration, 38.5 cm diam
(3) £80.00 - £120.00

455

Two studio pottery conical shaped bowls in the
Japanese style, the celadon glazed bowl 21 cm
diam., both bearing impressed marks (2) £60.00 £80.00

456

A studio pottery bowl having a white crackle glaze
exterior and a blue glazed interior, 20.5 cm diam.
to/w a green studio pottery pot, 9 cm h. and a
cream glazed tall bottle and cover, 29 cm h. (3)
£50.00 - £80.00

457

458

459

464

A 19th century large cabinet teacup and saucer
decorated in the Rockingham style, the pale green
ground decorated with gilt-edged reserves painted
with floral sprays and grapes, the interior of the
cup gilded, to/w a 19th century Spode square
chamfered plate, pattern 3578, 17.8 x 17.8 cm (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

465

An early Derby figure of a putto seated on a
rococo style bench draped with material and floral
garlands, impressed N323 to base, 21.5 cm high
£60.00 - £80.00

466

A pair of 18th century style porcelain figural
chamber sticks bearing a gold anchor mark, 18
cm high (2) £100.00 - £200.00

467

A small 18th century Derby figure of a girl holding
a lamb, impressed numbers to the base, c.1775 1780, 12.2 cm high, to/w three Derby putto, each
holding a basket of flowers, 11 cm and 9.5 cm and
four French porcelain boy figures representing the
months of the year and each with a 30 cm dia.
plaque, blue printed scissor mark or AR to base,
10 cm high (8) £100.00 - £150.00

468

A Herend model of an owl perched on a branch,
13.3 cm high £40.00 - £50.00

Rupet Spira (British b. 1960) - a pair of blue glazed
coffee cans and saucers to/w a Tessa Fuchs
469
(British b. 1936) cylindrical blue glazed solifleur
vase, 26 cm h., all bearing impressed seal marks
(5) £40.00 - £60.00
Katharine Pleydell-Bouverie (British 1895-1985) - a 470
stoneware globular pot with vertical fluting, pale
green glaze, impressed mark c. 1925, bears
Godden Reference Collection paper label, 17.5 cm 471
h. £150.00 - £250.00
Shoji Hamada - Saltglaze circular incense pot on
three feet, c. 1955, unmarked, 8.5 cm h x 9.7 cm
diam to/w a Shigeyoshi Ichino, Leach Pottery
ovoid vase, plum and green ground, factory mark
and personal mark, bears Godden Reference
Collection paper label, c. 1973, 17 cm h. (2)
£100.00 - £200.00

Five Naples porcelain angels playing musical
instruments, highest 11.5 cm, a similar Bassano
angel and four Italian blanc de chine putti playing
musical instruments (10) £60.00 - £100.00
A Sitzerode porcelain pair of parakeets, 16.4 cm,
to/w two porcelain cockatoos, 20 cm and 19 cm
(4) £50.00 - £80.00
Four Royal Crown Derby Imari decorated
paperweights - puffin with gold stopper; brown
pelican with gold stopper and two ducks, no
stoppers (4) £30.00 - £50.00

472

A Naples porcelain box and cover with gilt metal
hinged mounts, moulded and painted with putti
harvesting grapes, 10 cm dia x 4 cm high, to/w a
Naples figural group of a peasant mother and three
children, 15 cm high (2) £60.00 - £80.00

460

Shigeyoshi Ichino, Leach Pottery, b. 1942 - a
large vase of square form, bears personal and
factory impressed marks and Godden Reference
Collection paper label, c. 1973, 24.5 cm £100.00 £200.00

473

Six Royal Worcester figures modelled by F. C.
Doughty; December 3458; The Parakeet 3087; All
Mine 3519; Fantails 3760; September 3457;
Grandmother's Dress 3081 and Admiral c.1780
no.2661, 29.5 cm (7) £80.00 - £120.00

461

A Royal Crown Derby twin handle urn and cover
decorated in the Imari palette, pattern 1128, date
cypher 1911, 15.5 cm high, to/w a 19th century
Spode square plate with famille rose decoration,
21.5 cm x 21.5 cm £50.00 - £70.00

474

A 19th century Samson porcelain bowl decorated
in the Chinese famille rose style, 29 cm dia. to/w
a Samson square fluted bowl decorated in a
similar style and incorporating an armorial device
(2) £60.00 - £100.00

462

A Victorian iridescent glass bowl, to/w a
Continental faceted spill vase with gilded
decoration, 11.2 cm high and a carnival glass twin
handle comport (3) £40.00 - £60.00

475

An 18th century English Delft blue and white twin
handle circular pot and cover painted with panels
of rockwork, flowers and foliage, 10 cm high
£100.00 - £200.00

463

A Victorian Royal Worcester dessert service, the
centres painted with floral sprays within a dark
blue and gilded border comprising ten plates, four
short tazzas and two tall tazzas, date cypher
1887 (16) £120.00 - £160.00

476

A 19th century blanc de chine oval bevel glass
wall mirror surmounted in relief with a pair of
angels holding a floral garland and with further
roses and foliage around the border, underglaze
double blue cross, possibly Plaue, mirror 30 x
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25.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00
477

A set of six heavy cut hock glasses with long
faceted stems, 19 cm to/w five further hock
glasses with star cut bases (11) £50.00 - £70.00

478

A crystal table lamp with separate domed cut
glass shade, 58 cm £50.00 - £80.00

479

An 18th century English Delft blue and white plate
decorated with a bird on a fence amidst flowers
and foliage, 22.5 cm diam £30.00 - £50.00

480

A Belleek sea horse with cornucopia tail raised on
a rectangular base, 1st period black printed mark,
8.5 cm high to/w a Royal Worcester model of a
budgerigar, no. 2663 (2) £80.00 - £120.00

481

A Victorian Minton majolica jug, Renaissance
Revival design, with mask mount and circular
panel sides moulded with classical figures and
dogs, impressed marks to base, date cypher
1863, 29.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

482

A Minton Secessionist tapering vase decorated
with stiff flowers on a pale blue ground, 29 cm to/w
a Minton majolica floral decorated plate, 23 cm
diam (2) £80.00 - £100.00

483

Eleven Beswick Beatrix Potter figures - Appley
Dapply; Foxy Whiskered Gentleman; Little Pig
Robinson; Ribby; Mrs Tiggy Winkle; Cecily
Parsley; Squirrel Nutkin; Hunka Munca; Jemima
Puddleduck, all brown backstamps and Tailor of
Gloucester, Tom Kitten, gold backstamps (11)
£80.00 - £120.00

484

Royal Doulton Poppy Eyebright and Basil, Royal
Albert Hunka Munca Sweeping; Beswick Appley
Dapply; Beswick Piglet; Artone Rabbit and two
Goebel Robins (8) £30.00 - £50.00

Three x sauce tureens, four covers and four stands
having blue and gilt lion mask handles and
scrolling finials (1 base and 1 cover cracked and reglued); Four x rectangular vegetable dishes and
three covers with blue and gilt scrolling finials, 23
x 27 cm (1 base stapled, 1 cover cracked and
reglued, 1 with 4 cm hairline), One x large
rectangular soup tureen and cover with matching
lion mask handles and scrolling finial (one small
chip to inner rim of cover and one glazed chip to
same rim) £500.00 - £700.00
491

A collection of Continental clear glass comprising
five large rectangular bottles 24 cm - 25.5 cm high,
and two smaller 16 cm high, all etched with tulips
and lily of the valley, rough pontils to/w a small
Continental decanter with loop handle etched with
grape and vine, a wine glass etched with ribbons
and garlands on a blade knop stem, rough pontil,
13 cm and a small early 19th century cut glass
bonboniere and cover (10) £180.00 - £220.00

492

A Wedgwood dark blue jasper ware stilton dish
and cover decorated with classical figures and
bands of oak leaves and acorns, stand measures
28.5 cm diam, 16 cm high £70.00 - £90.00

493

A Royal Doulton rectangular moulded scrolling
wash bowl and water jug decorated with a gilded
chrysanthemum and foliate pattern (2) £50.00 £80.00

494

An 18th century Worcester porcelain blue and
white bowl decorated in the cannon ball pattern,
open blue painted crescent mark, 15.7 cm diam
£80.00 - £120.00

495

An 18th century Worcester porcelain sauce boat,
circa 1770-72, of fluted shape with embossed
panels painted in blue with formal flower sprays
and sprigs, cell borders around the rim and lip and
a spray of lily like flowers inside the base, 19 cm
long overall x 11.3 cm high, underglaze blue
crescent mark to base £100.00 - £150.00

496

A Shelley 'Wild Flowers' tea and coffee service
comprising: nine 20.5 cm plates; nine 18 cm
plates; one square cake plate; nine tea cups and
nine saucers; six coffee cups, six saucers, sugar
bowl and milk jug (51) £80.00 - £120.00

485

A large Jasba, West German twin handle pottery
urn, 45 cm £40.00 - £60.00

486

Royal Doulton figure of St George, HN2067, 39 cm
high £380.00 - £420.00

487

Royal Doulton figure of King Charles, dated
23.10.80, 42 cm high £180.00 - £220.00

488

Five Royal Doulton figures - Antoinette HN2326,
Coppelia HN2115; Esmerelda HN2168; Columbine
HN2185 and Harlequin 2186 (5) £50.00 - £80.00

489

Beswick Beatrix Potter 'Foxy Whiskered
Gentleman', gold backstamp to/w a Beswick
model of a seated grey Persian cat, no 1867, 21
cm high (2) £40.00 - £60.00

497

An 18th century Worcester porcelain blue and
white tea bowl and saucer decorated with birds in
a tree in a hilly landscape, underglaze blue
crescent mark to the bases £70.00 - £90.00

490

Hicks, Meigh & Johnson stone china, 1822-35 extensive dinner service decorated with a
chinoiserie famille rose design in bright enamels,
comprising - ; Ten x 24.5 cm (1 plate with
numerous chips, 1 with chip and 1 with hairlines to
the base - hairline not really visible to front); Two x
21.5 cm plates; Seven x soup plates (2 with
hairlines); Three x 19 cm plates (1 with hairlines);
Octagonal bowl, 26 cm diam; One meat dish with
gravy well 39 x 51 cm (small glaze chip), One
meat dish 37 x 48 cm; One meat plate 32.5 x 42.5
cm; Two x small serving plates 20 x 27.5 cm;

498

Two Goebel porcelain birds - Falcon, 23 cm high
and Barn Owl, 23.5 cm (2) £40.00 - £60.00

499

A Beswick model of a Jack Russell dog, 7 cm
high £20.00 - £40.00

500

A pair of spill vases, 14 cm high, and a matching
lobed vase, 12.5 cm, cream scale moulded ground
decorated with gilded flying owls, printed purple
mark to base, possibly Worcester body (3) £80.00
- £120.00

501

A Continental porcelain vase in the form of a black
man's head, early 20th century to/w a pair of
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porcelain hounds seated on tasselled green
cushions, gold anchor mark to base, 5 cm high (3)
£40.00 - £60.00

511

A pair of early 19th century Montereau black
transfer plates depicting Arc des Triomphe des
Thuilleries a Paris and La Fontaine du Chatelet,
21.5 cm diam to/w a pair of French faience plates
decorated with images of Marie Antoinette 17551793 and Louis XVI 1754-1793 and three
interesting 18th century Dutch Delft plates, one
dated 1785, the other two with women in
allegorical scenes, 24.5 cm (7) £70.00 - £100.00

512

An early 19th century Staffordshire relief moulded
jug for Lord Wellington and General Hill, 12 cm
high £40.00 - £60.00

513

Charlotte Rhead Bursley ware circular bowl,
pattern T L 3, 28 cm to/w a Crown Ducal Tudor
Rose vase with Charlotte Rhead monogram, circa
1938, 17.5 cm and a Crown Ducal 1936-42
charger decorated with tube lined pink flower
heads on a mottled green ground, 31.7 cm diam
(3) £80.00 - £120.00

A Crown Derby plate with rope edge and gilt
514
border decorated with polychrome enamelled
sprays of flowers, red painted mark circa 1800-25,
26.5 cm to/w a Chamberlain Regent China
Worcester floral moulded plate decorated in the
chinoiserie style, 22 cm, circa 1811-20, an early
19th century Real Ironstone China blue and white
and gilt transfer decorated soup plate, 26.5 cm
diam, impressed and printed marks; J Aynsley &
Son Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee mug and a
515
pair of Staffordshire fireside spaniels, 22.5 cm high
and a Welsh Gaudy jug (7) £50.00 - £80.00

Burleigh ware Art Deco 'Dawn' pattern tea service
comprising: Teapot, jug with detachable metal
cover, smaller teapot (broken spout), milk jug,
sugar bowl (crazed), cream jug (crazed), small
sugar bowl, circular cake plate (crazed), six x 18
cm plates, one x 15.5 cm plate (chipped and paint
loss), eight x saucers (one crazed and one worn
paint), and eight teacups (one chip and one
crazed) (31) £80.00 - £120.00

502

A Royal Copenhagen floral decorated circular pot,
cover and stand to/w Continental porcelain ink pot
and quill holder, Sowerby boat shaped salt
supported by two swans moulded with a pond
scene on a shaped plinth with four feet, Victorian
Staffordshire spill vase, 14 cm, saucer and Felspar
porcelain teacup and saucer (box) £40.00 - £60.00

503

A glass lemonade set enamelled with yellow
daffodils and comprising a jug and six tumblers (7)
£50.00 - £70.00

504

505

506

507

508

509

510

circa 1878 comprising an oval serving dish and
eight bowls (9) £60.00 - £80.00

A mixed box of decorative Continental china
including a Dresden fluted muffin dish and cover,
two Dresden coffee cans and saucers, a Meissen
small vase decorated in relief with flowers, 9.5 cm
high, a floral decorated plate, 23.5 cm diam and
Meissen shallow bowl moulded with gilded leaves
and painted with flowers to the centre, 30 cm diam
(box) £80.00 - £120.00

A small French blue box and hinged cover painted
with three gilt edged vignettes depicting riverbank
scenes, the cover including a hunter and hounds
in the scene, painted gilt mark to the base, 3.5 cm
deep x 8 cm wide x 4 cm high, to/w a Continental
porcelain square ink well and sand shaker and an
early 19th century Chinese porcelain small
rectangular tray with loop handles decorated with
a watery pagoda scene with figures and water
buffalo (4) £80.00 - £120.00
An 18th century Worcester porcelain blue and
white sparrow beak jug decorated with a spray of
flowers, sprigs and butterflies, under glaze blue
crescent mark, 10 cm high £50.00 - £80.00

A Leach Pottery green stoneware flagon and cover
to/w seven matching footed conical drinking
vessels, impressed marks and England, circa
1970s to/w two Leach Pottery jugs with covers 20
and 24 cm, a small tankard, sugar bowl
(unmarked), two cups and five saucers (19) £80.00
- £120.00

516

Five handpainted tiles depicting birds, figures and
animals, 20 x 20 cm, (3 framed) to/w two
additional tiles painted with a stork catching a fish
and a bird in flight, 14.3 x 14.3 cm (framed) (7)
£100.00 - £200.00

517

A Persian circular tile moulded with a duck in flight
with flowers and foliage, 15.5 cm diam £80.00 £120.00

518

Mintons Victorian transfer printed titles including
seven designed by Moyr Smith, to/w one by D W
Tardy and two Victorian tiles painted with children,
15.5 x 15.5 cm (11) £100.00 - £200.00

A Carlton Ware blue ground bowl decorated with
Chinoiserie gilt and enamelled decoration, 20.9 cm
diam to/w a Moorcroft horizontally ribbed cream
519
ground table lamp, 21 cm high, impressed marks
and paper label fittings and a dinner plate
decorated to the centre with gilt monogram and
'beaver' armorial device within a blue and gilded
border, 25 cm (3) £40.00 - £60.00

Six Victorian Wedgwood blue and white transfer
decorated monthly tiles -January, April, May,
June, September & November, 15.5 x 15.5 cm
to/w a framed Victorian tile blue and white transfer
decorated with sheep in a farmyard setting and
two framed Maw & Co Benthale Works transfer
decorated tiles, 19 x 19 cm (9) £60.00 - £100.00

A Bernard Moore flambe cylindrical vase
decorated with birds and tree branches, signed
and monogrammed to the base, 23.7 cm high
£50.00 - £80.00

520

A mixed collection of mainly Victorian tiles (13)
£60.00 - £80.00

A Victorian Wedgwood majolica strawberry set

521

A pair of large Victorian tiles decorated in relief
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522

523

with an Art Nouveau white lily stem with leaves,
29.5 x 31 cm to/w twelve further Victorian Art
613
Nouveau tiles, 15.5 x 15.5 cm (13) £60.00 - £80.00

Furriers, Southampton £60.00 - £80.00

Victorian tiles comprising; a framed set of four
brown glazed tiles decorated in relief with acorns
and oak leaves to/w a three tiled framed panel,
large singe framed Minton Collins & Co transfer
decorated tile, a Minton tile in the Pietra Dura
style and three further tiles £60.00 - £80.00

614

A light brown musquash full-length fur coat retailed
by Shattocks, Surbiton, 54 cm across chest
£50.00 - £60.00

615

A dark brown French squirrel fur evening cape
£50.00 - £60.00

A Regency wine glass, the cut bowl decorated
with an etched band and single flowers, short
blade knop stem raised on a square lemon
squeezer base, 13 cm h. £30.00 - £40.00

616

A 1970's military style dark brown sheepskin coat,
46 cm across chest and a child's pale yellow
spotted party dress (2) £30.00 - £50.00

617

A navy wool vintage riding jacket, a black wool
riding jacket and an oatmeal/brown checked riding
jacket retailed by Kauffman Riding Goods Store,
New York, all 44 cm across chest (3) £50.00 £60.00

618

A Victorian floral embossed black taffeta boned
jacket with black lace under-laid with cream silk
bodice and sleeves and matching long skirt (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

A 'crimson' brown squirrel fur stole retailed by
Eric's Furriers, Southampton £30.00 - £50.00

524

A large salt glaze stoneware model of an eagle,
wings outswept, late 19th century, no factory
marks, 56.5 cm h. £150.00 - £200.00

525

D Cohen - A ceramic freeform sculpture of a torso
have a rough grey textured surface, signed and
date '89, 45 cm h. £40.00 - £60.00

600

A dark brown full-length mink fur coat with neat
collar, 50 cm across, approx. size 14 £150.00 £200.00

619

A dark brown French squirrel full-length fur coat
with neat collar and bell-shaped sleeves, retailed
by D. H. Evans, Oxford St., 58 cm across chest
£80.00 - £100.00

1950's clothing to include a Jaeger blue/green
tweed wool dress, a white/black dog-tooth check
dress and a red corduroy jacket, all 47 cm across
chest £40.00 - £50.00

620

A 1970's orange floral evening dress by Melbray,
size 14, a 1940's shot taffeta evening dress, a
1930's black silk georgette and lace evening
dress, a black taffeta skirt, a black silk velvet
evening dress and a 1920's green velvet dress with
embroidery to bodice retailed by Dickens & Jones
(6) £100.00 - £150.00

621

A 1960's ribbed cotton floral Horrockses dress, a
1950's Horrockses blue cotton, pink rose bud sun
dress and bolero, a blue/green floral dress, two
1950's and one 1970's cotton skirts and a 1950's
yellow cotton sun dress (7) - all approx. size 10/12
£100.00 - £150.00

622

A 1950's 'Estrava' Model grey dress, a
green/yellow cotton dress, a 1960's pink rose shift
dress, a 1960's 'Richards' blue floral dress, a
1950's yellow/green/brown striped cotton dress, an
aquamarine floral dress and a brown/black/amber
cotton dress (all approx. size 12) (7) £80.00 £100.00

623

A 1970's Jean Muir, London raspberry viscose
jersey day dress with grey/blue/black motif and
four diamond-shaped buttons to bodice, ruching to
back, front and shoulders, with belt, size 10
£60.00 - £80.00

601

602

A black Astrakhan box-shaped jacket with bellshaped sleeves and large button fastening, 58 cm
across chest £50.00 - £60.00

603

A tan/dark brown mink jacket with cuffed sleeves,
53 cm across chest £30.00 - £40.00

604

A dark brown mink fur jacket with revere retailed
by The National Fur Company, 52 cm across
chest £100.00 - £150.00

605

A smoky taupe mink long-length fur coat with
revere collar and detachable hood, 50 cm across
chest £400.00 - £500.00

606

An Arctic fox long-length fur coat by Maxwell
Croft, off-white tipped black, deep collar, 52 cm
across chest £500.00 - £600.00

607

A shadowed light brown sable full-length fur coat
with shawl collar, 59 cm across chest £300.00 £500.00

608

A dark brown mink, box-shaped, jacket retailed by
J. Wiseman & Son, Chelsea, 54 cm across chest
£60.00 - £80.00

609

A long-length black mink fur coat with shaped
collar and sleeves, Grosvenor, Canada, retailed by
Harrods, 58 cm across chest £400.00 - £500.00
624
A vintage black Astrakhan fur jacket, retailed by L.
Godel, Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, 51 cm across
chest £80.00 - £100.00
625
A 1930's vintage moleskin fur jacket with
heightened brown sable fur collar and cuffed
sleeves, with black/puce embossed lining, 48 cm
626
across chest £100.00 - £150.00

610

611

612

A shadowed mink fur stole retailed by Eric's
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A 1950's ivory silk/yellow floral brocade evening
dress, sash to waist and bow-detail to back, 45
cm across chest £40.00 - £50.00
Two framed, unglazed, wool tapestry panels one
depicting a knight in armour, the other an angel
and gryphon, each 46 x 114 cm (2) £60.00 - £80.00
Two boxes containing a collection of Victorian and
later cotton pinnies and aprons including laceedge example, a crocheted apron, a silk

parachute and a collection of decorative
embellishments including jet etc. £40.00 - £60.00

639

A taupe shadowed mink fur stole retailed by
Harrods £80.00 - £100.00

627

Two mixed boxes of linen to include a quantity of
pairs and single pillowcases, a quilted silk
coverlet, a large damask tablecloth, embroidered
tablecloths, napkin sets, etc. £60.00 - £80.00

640

628

A needle-run wedding veil with attached tulle headdress set with pearls, two other lace head-dresses 641
(one set with paste stones) each made from two
pieces, a piece of Sicilian lace used on 1914
wedding dress and another piece of needle-run
lace (5) £100.00 - £150.00
642
A 1920's Chinese black silk satin shawl with
silvered stylized chrysanthemums, 130 x 96 cm
643
plus 48 cm fringing £80.00 - £120.00

A box containing four vintage handbags, a pair of
6.5 Ferragamo tan suede shoes, a fur double
tippet, a vintage gypsy fancy dress costume, to/w
a box of 1950's/60's ladies' clothing to include
dresses, blouses etc. (2 boxes) £50.00 - £60.00

629

630

631

632

633

634

A Chinese black silk shawl with overall ivory silk
embroidered floral sprays, 114 x 112 cm plus 69
cm border and fringing, to/w a peach soft woven
silk shawl, 133 x 135 cm plus 54 cm fringing and
a black Spanish lace stole (3) £100.00 - £150.00

A silk lined sable large fur muff and a grey squirrel
silk lined muff, a squirrel fur stole, a long narrow
dark brown fox fur stole and a wide dark brown fox
fur stole £100.00 - £150.00
Two machined tapestry panels depicting Nile and
Egyptian market scenes (2) £20.00 - £40.00
Two boxes of laundered cotton Victorian infant's
clothing to include lace edged, pin-tucked and
embroidered examples to include Christening
gowns, bodices, nightgowns, and dresses - over
20 items £100.00 - £150.00

644

Two boxes of Victorian cotton ladies' clothing to
include numerous laundered lace-edged nightdresses, bloomers, tops, etc., to/w a collection of
aprons and two French linen nightgowns £100.00 £150.00

645

Seven assorted ladies' straw hats and two felt
examples contained in a striped hat box £60.00 £80.00

646

A Christy's London black bowler hat, size 7-1/4
to/w a Moss Bros. grey felt top hat size 7-3/8 (2)
£60.00 - £80.00

647

Two boxes containing a tablecloth inset with
twelve panels illustrated with nursery rhyme,
farmyard, peasant and woodland scenes, with
crocheted inserts and edging, three large damask
tablecloths, other tablecloths, a cream silk panel
embroidered with peacocks in metallised thread
and beads £100.00 - £150.00

648
Two boxes containing 1970's and other vintage
clothing to include blouses, skirts (including a
blue/green brocade example), a Cambrian, London
blue velvet dress etc., a 1960's floral print dresses,
1940's grey jacket etc., etc. £100.00 - £120.00
649
An Edwardian crocheted cotton bedcover with
fringing and a knitted heavy cotton bedcover - both
for double beds (2) £60.00 - £80.00

Two boxes containing a quantity of Victorian
cotton ladies' night-dresses including a fine cream
wool example with lace and embroidered yoke,
including a French linen nightshirt £100.00 £150.00

A collection of 1920's lace clothing to include a
mocha needle-run lace blouse, a grey lace tapelace tabard, a shell pink embroidery anglaise
blouse with ruffle, a dusky pink silk lined needlerun lace blouse, two cream floral lace blouses with
net backs, a Maltese lace tabard, a cream tapelace jacket hung with crocheted strawberries and
a peach silk and needle-run lace cami-slip (9)
£140.00 - £180.00
19th century and other lace comprising; a cream
needle-run lace long shawl, a similar floral and
bow motif shawl, a cream silk lace triangular
shawl, a fine black net shawl embroidered with
gold and silver metalised thread in floral sprays
and garlands and a black floral and foliate needlerun triangular shawl with frill to edge (5) £200.00 £300.00

635

A 1950's Chinese green satin robe with gold
metalised embroidered dragon and an ivory silk
panel embroidered en grisaille with dragon (2)
£50.00 - £100.00

636

A box of assorted fur collars and cuffs and
trimmings, to/w a box of fur pieces and oddments
(2 boxes) £40.00 - £50.00

637

A dark brown deep fox fur stole, two other fox furs
with heads and feet, a fur tippet and a pair of
ermine fur pieces with tail embellishments £60.00 £80.00

638

A floral embroidered cotton voile place mat and
napkin set, to/w a collection of 19th century lace
pieces (a/f) £50.00 - £60.00
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650

Two Victorian bonnets; one being straw, net and
sequins with velvet floral spray and silk tie, the
other black net and pleated fabric embroidered
with beads, sequins and velvet flower spray and
silk tie, to/w a collection of kid gloves, an ermine
fur muff, a silk and ivory parasol (a/f), four beaded
and sequinned evening bags, three small 'chain
mail' purses, a Victorian black lace need-run lace
jacket, a lace mantilla, embroidery anglaise
pieces etc. £40.00 - £60.00
A collection of 1920's ladies' clothing comprising;
a peach silk chiffon blouse with lace edged bow
detail, a peach chiffon nightdress edged in cream
lace, a pale green silk bed jacket with lace inserts
and edging, a cream silk bed jacket printed with
butterflies, with lace collar and edging, a vieux
rose silk negligee and a cream silk nightdress with
embroidered neckline (6) £100.00 - £150.00

651

652

A collection of 19th century and other lace to
663
include a floral bodice panel with pair of matching
cuffs, a mocha lace collar and pair of matching
cuffs, a pair of Maltese lace cuffs, two
664
embroidered collars and a pair of cream lace cuffs,
to/w a deep cream lace fichu collar, a black lace
piece, a Maltese lace stole and a cream needlerun fichu £150.00 - £200.00
665
A fine collection of nine 19th century Brussels and
other lace collars, including bertha and fichu
examples, lappats and a lace-edged handkerchief
etc. £180.00 - £200.00

652A A flounce of 19th century French lace £60.00 £80.00
653

654

A fine collection of 17 items of 19th century and
other lace collars, including a bertha collar,
Maltese lace collars, modesty panels etc. £180.00
- £200.00
A box containing assorted (mostly crocheted)
edging, two Victorian cotton baby gowns, lady's
petticoat, a damask tablecloth and a small
sampler £30.00 - £40.00

655

A pine trunk containing ten items of bed linen
comprising mostly sheets some with drawn
threadwork and embroidery £60.00 - £80.00

656

Over thirty items of Victorian and later children's
clothing to include; party frocks, laced edged and
inset lace christening and night gowns, romper
suits, silk dresses, bonnets etc. £60.00 - £80.00

657

A box of table linen to include a hand-painted set
of table mats, numerous place mats and doily
sets, embroidered tablecloths, a pair of
embroidery anglaise continental pillowcases etc.,
to/w a box of cotton bed linen to include an
unused pair of sheets (2 boxes) £40.00 - £60.00

667

Three boxes of laundered 1970's vintage cotton
bed linen and pillowcases etc. £50.00 - £60.00

668

A brown French squirrel fur stole, a russet mink fur
hat, an ivory mink hat, a black fox fur collar and
two pairs of kid suede gloves £50.00 - £60.00

669

A set of four gilded and glazed frames displaying
Victorian infant's Christening gown and matching
cape with cut-out work and pin-tucking, a 19th
century lace collar and a crocheted child's bonnet
(4) £40.00 - £60.00

670

A brown leather Gladstone bag with brass fittings
£40.00 - £60.00

671

A pair of lined and inter-lined glazed cotton
curtains with pale yellow/white striped ground with
cartouches of yellow and red roses, 101 cm wide
x 300 cm drop £100.00 - £150.00
A Burberry small tan leather double strap and
Haymarket check clutch bag with leather shoulder
strap in protective Burberry storage bag £80.00 £120.00

672

659

A French lace and tortoiseshell fan with painted
panel of winged classical female holding garland,
to/w a Jay feather and tortoiseshell fan (2) £80.00 - 674
£120.00
675
A box of assorted table linen to include three
damask tablecloths, huckabacks etc., to/w a
French embroidered bed sheet £40.00 - £50.00
675A
Two Victorian lace bonnets, to/w an embroidery
anglaise and ruched cotton and lace edge
examples (4), a green silk handkerchief pouch
embroidered '1918 from France', a green silk and
676
lace handkerchief pouch and a green silk, lace
and ribboned bonnet £60.00 - £80.00

662

Six Edwardian ivory silk embellishments, the
central velvet roundels embroidered with flowers,
to/w three 19th century lace pieces, two lace-edge
handkerchiefs, a pair of floral needle-run lace
gloves and eleven embroidered and some laceedge silk modesty bodice panels £80.00 - £120.00
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A fringed printed silk Kashmiri shawl, 323 x 166
cm, an embroidered black silk tea cosy, vintage
fabric pieces, lace edged tea tablecloths and
runners, placemats, huckabacks, etc. £30.00 £40.00
19th century and other laces pieces and lengths of
lace to include three babies' bonnets £150.00 £200.00

An Hermes, Paris silk scarf, Brides de Gala, Artist
673
Hugo Grygkat, First Issued 1957 (horse bridles ivory ground with pink border), 85 x 85 cm £60.00 £80.00

661

Three boxes containing approximately sixteen
assorted lady's designer and other hats, also
including a gent's Locke & Co brown Homburg, an
astrakhan example, handbags etc. £50.00 - £60.00

666

658

660

A shadowed taupe mink fur coat with neat rounded
collar, retailed by Maxwell Croft, London, 52 cm
across chest £80.00 - £120.00

A fine Persian silk Quom rug, 2nd half 20th
century, the rich blue ground with forty tile design
of gardens, buildings, animals, people, with wide
salmon pink pictorial borders, 158 x 109 cm
£600.00 - £800.00
A classical style French aubusson rug, 180 x 186
cm £120.00 - £160.00
An antique Persian Heriz carpet with traditional
geometric design on camel/pale blue ground, 217
x 320 cm £180.00 - £220.00
A Persian Hamadan runner, floral design on red
field within ivory/beige floral border, 292 x 120 cm
£130.00 - £180.00
An antique Caucasian runner, the field of stylised
repeating botehs on mid blue ground, 2.86 x 1.14
m £80.00 - £120.00

676A An antique Kurdish long runner, the camel ground
with stylised floral design, 4.33 x 1.16 m £80.00 £120.00
677

A Persian Shiraz carpet, 313 x 211 cm £150.00 £200.00

678

A French aubusson style carpet in the classical

style, 300 x 235 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Kong label to reverse £200.00 - £300.00

679

A Persian Hamadan carpet, the scattered
geometric symbols on a red ground, 290 x 200 cm
£140.00 - £180.00

680

A Persian Qom rug, the tile design of boteh and
floral emblems on red/blue ground, 136 x 210 cm
£250.00 - £350.00

681
682

697

English School - A pair of 19th century companion
portraits of Colonel Hodgins, Indian army and his
wife, oil on canvas, 60 x 49 cm (2) £400.00 £600.00

698

English school - A 19th century portrait of Robert
Page, oil on canvas, 90 x 70 cm, with biography
attached £300.00 - £400.00

A Persian Heriz carpet, traditional geometric triple
medallion design, 388 x 278 cm £150.00 - £200.00 699
A Persian silk rug, the tile design of multi-coloured
architectural arches on neutral ground, 218 x 87
cm £200.00 - £300.00

Scottish school - Portrait of a distinguished greyhaired gentleman, oil on canvas, 60 x 50 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

700

W P Haworth - 'Shipley Mill in Summer',
watercolour, signed lower left, 28 x 36 cm to/w
Ann P Knowler - 'Winter at Shipley', pastel, signed
lower right, 30.5 x 40 cm £60.00 - £90.00

701

Edward Webb (1805-54) - 'Henwick House',
watercolour, 11.5 x 16.5 cm Prov: Webb Family
to/w Chas Pettafor - Looe Harbour Cornwall,
Fishing boats returning, pen and ink, 23 x 31 cm,
unframed and unmouted (2) £50.00 - £70.00

683

A Turkish Ziegler design carpet, last quarter 20th
century, yellow/gold ground, 340 x 237 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

684

Two antique Chinese Peking blue ground rugs,
one with auspicious symbols scattered, the other
with a ceremonial ship (2) £50.00 - £100.00

685

A large Afghan carpet, the red ground with five
rows of guls, colour varies across field, 387 x 290
cm £100.00 - £200.00

702

A Turkish carpet, the geometric panel design on
pale red/terracotta ground, 280 x 213 cm £60.00 £80.00

After Archibald Thorburn (1860-1935) - 'Hungry
Woodcock', lithograph, 26 x 35 cm £100.00 £150.00

703

David Cox Junior (1809-85) - 'View of Windsor
Castle', watercolour, 25 x 34 cm, Appleby Bros,
London label to reverse, ref no BJA522 £200.00 £300.00

704

Kenneth Lauder (1916-2004) - 'Anglesey',
watercolour, signed lower left, 12.5 x 17.5 cm,
Thos Agnew & Sons Ltd label to reverse, no.
36192 £100.00 - £150.00

705

David Roberts (1796-1864) attrib - View of bridge,
watercolour, 10.5 x 15.5 cm £200.00 - £300.00

686

687

A woolwork rug, the lattice leaf design with yellow
flowers heads on cream ground, 180 x 118 cm
£80.00 - £120.00

688

A large woolwork hand-made carpet, the weaving
diamond chain design with floral buds, on cream
ground, 330 x 310 cm £200.00 - £300.00

689

An American Saruk/Sarouk runner, 1st half 20th
century, the floral leaf design on salmon pink
ground, 3.02 x 0.78 m £60.00 - £80.00

690

An antique Turkoman bag face, the red ground
with four rows of geometric guls, 160 x 95 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

705A A folio of various original cartoons, sketches and
illustrations by Ian McIlhenny £80.00 - £120.00

691

A contemporary Anatolian rug, Youk, the mid blue
ground with traditional geometric designs, 1.97 x
1.34 m £40.00 - £60.00

692

An Afghan borders part kelim woven bag, last half
20th century £40.00 - £50.00

693

An antique Chinese Peking blue ground rug
decorated with the one hundred antiques design,
c. 1910, 94 x 156 cm £80.00 - £120.00

706

William Leighton Leitch (1804-83) - 'In the
Highlands', watercolour, 18 x 28 cm, Thos Agnews
& Sons Ltd label to reverse, no. 43735 £200.00 £300.00

707

Samuel Jackson (1830-1904) - 'Wyn Idual at Blydr
Fowr, Snowdonia', watercolour, signed lower left,
17 x 25 cm, Albany Gallery label to verso no. 6550
£200.00 - £300.00

708

George Fennel Robson (1788-1833) 'Derwentwater, Borrowdale, with Lodore Falls on
the left', watercolour, signed lower left, 33 x 49 cm
with Thos Agnew & Sons label to reverse stock no
BB2378
Exh. Bootle Art Gallery, 1963
Prov. Collection of B N Williams £800.00 £1,200.00

709

George Fripp (1813-96) - 'No. 4 On the West
Coast of Scotland', watercolour, signed lower left,
35 x 50 cm
Exh Royal Society of Painters and Watercolours
1877 £600.00 - £800.00

710

T. Walmsey Price - Mountain peaks, watercolour,

693A Red ground Ushak small carpet 340 x 240 cm
£300.00 - £500.00
694

Ulysse Nardin, Lock, Switzerland, a 1950s
mahogany cased marine chronometer with a
gimble frame, no. 8217, bears repairers label of
Kishi Keiki, Seisakusho Co Ltd, Japan £1,000.00 £1,200.00

695

Grist? - Study of a female nude in black gown, oil
on canvas, indistinctly signed lower right, 60 x 49
cm £100.00 - £150.00

696

Cuy Sichel - 'Small Family', Chinese abstract, oil
on canvas, 65 x 80 cm, Chatham Galleries Hong
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signed lower right, 35 x 53 cm £100.00 - £150.00

725

710A Spencer Roberts - Snow leopard family of mother
and cubs, watercolour, signed lower right and
dated October 1992, 51 x 73 cm £200.00 - £300.00
711

726
G. Hamilton Constantine (1878-1967) - 'St
Michael's Mount', watercolour, signed and
inscribed lower right, 35 x 52 cm £300.00 - £400.00

712

Brian Rawling - 'Deer in Glen Lyon', watercolour,
signed lower right and dated '89, 35 x 45 cm,
Malcolm Innes Gallery label to reverse £150.00 £200.00

713

William Leighton Leitch (1804-83) - A hillside view,
watercolour, 24 x 34 cm £200.00 - £300.00

714

Byron Cooper (1850-1933) - 'Porth Back,
Abersoch, North Wales', watercolour, signed lower
left, 36 x 52.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

715

John Webster (b. 1932) - Greenwich from the
Thames, watercolour with heightening, signed
lower left, 22.5 x 37.5 cm, Oliver Swann Galleries
label to reverse £100.00 - £150.00

Manner of Thomas Hearne (1744-1817) - 'Rewland
Church, Gloucester', watercolour, 26 x 35 cm to/w
Manner of Francis Place (1647-1728) - 'Surrey',
watercolour, 11 x 27.5 cm (2) £80.00 - £120.00

727

Hirst Walker (1868-1957) - Two views - A
seascape, watercolour, signed lower right, 26 x 37
cm; and 'Moorlands Evening', watercolour, signed
lower right, 26 x 37 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

728

Samuel Howitt (1756-1822) - 'The End of the Hunt',
pen and grey ink and watercolour on laid paper, 15
x 35 cm, Gallery label for Guy Peppiatt Fine Art,
London to reverse £250.00 - £350.00

729

J. Absolon (1815-95) - 'Love letter', watercolour, 46
x 33 cm £400.00 - £600.00

730

19th century English school - Flower girls,
watercolour, signed and dated 1882, 46 x 33 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

715A Norman Thelwell - A water rat seated on a wooden
731
bridge spanning a stream, pen and ink, signed
lower right, 16 x 20 cm £50.00 - £80.00
716

Edward Lear (1812-88) - 'Lucknow', watercolour,
signed and dated 4 Dec 1873, lower right,
inscribed lower left, 9 x 16.5 cm £800.00 £1,200.00

William Sawrey Gilpin (1762-1843) attrib 732
Landscape with figures crossing a bridge,
watercolour, 14.5 x 34 cm
Prov: Formerly in the Collection of Admiral Sir
733
Charles Burnand Bt (1793-1870) £200.00 - £300.00

F J Widgery (1861-1942) - A rugged coastal view,
gouache, signed lower left, 25 x 35 cm £250.00 £350.00
Richard Urton attrib - Rhine castle, watercolour, 25
x 17 cm £40.00 - £60.00
S Muller - Waves crashing into cove, watercolour,
signed lower right, 28.5 x 17 cm £40.00 - £60.00

717

M H Long - 'At Corsham -', watercolour, signed
lower right, inscribed lower left, 17 x 24.5 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

734

English school - Pines on a hillside, watercolour,
inscribed August and dated 1895 to lower right,
37.5 x 26 cm £40.00 - £60.00

718

C White - A pair of Sussex views near Lindfield,
watercolour, one signed lower left, the other lower
centre, 17.5 x 26 cm (2) £200.00 - £300.00

735

719

Robert James Winchester (1848-1906) - 'Evening
Light on the Stour - Suffolk', watercolour, signed
lower left, 35 x 53 cm £100.00 - £150.00

Peter Bere (b. 1940) - 'Gyrfalcon', Falcon atop an
ivy covered gatepost, watercolour, signed lower
right and titled lower left, 46 x 36 cm £50.00 £80.00

736

W I Nakking - The plough team, watercolour,
signed lower right, 28 x 42 cm £200.00 - £300.00

737

Hubert Williams - Lady in blue dress standing in
doorway of white cottage, pencil and watercolour,
signed lower right, 35 x 26 cm £100.00 - £150.00

738

Hickin - Chickens and guinea fowl in a pastoral
setting, watercolour, signed lower left, 30 x 44 cm
£400.00 - £500.00

720

Charles Harrington (1865-1943) - 'On the Forest',
watercolour, signed lower right, 32 x 42 cm £80.00
- £120.00

720A T H Shepherd - Fenchurch Steet, London,
watercolour, 16 x 23.5 cm £40.00 - £60.00
721

722
723

724

A. Nikolstoy (Russian) - A country hamlet,
watercolour, signed lower right and dated 1961, 37 739
x 55 cm £200.00 - £300.00
O H Thomas - 'Summer at Tryfan', watercolour,
signed lower right, 32 x 47 cm £100.00 - £150.00
Manner of John 'Warwick' Smith (1749-1831) - A
country bridge, watercolour, 21.5 x 29 cm; Manner
of William Fleetwood Varley (c 1785-1856) 'Broken ridge near Capel Curig', watercolour, 24 x
35 cm; and Manner of David Cox Jnr (1809-85) 'Mountain landscape with cattle', watercolour, 16.5
x 26.5 cm (3) £80.00 - £120.00
Welsh school - Fairy's Glen Beys-y-Coed,
watercolour, signed monogram,. 38 x 27 cm
£50.00 - £100.00
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Ronald Lampitt - A village view beneath a hill,
watercolour, signed lower left, 29 x 42 cm £900.00
- £1,000.00

740

W F Stocks (1842-1915) - 'Winchester - A Study',
watercolour, signed and dated 1886 lower left, 29
x 60 cm £400.00 - £600.00

741

J. Absolon (1815-95) - 'Rejected', watercolour,
signed lower left, 18 x 25 cm £50.00 - £80.00

742

T B W Forster - A woodland pond with herons,
watercolour, signed lower left, 48 x 71 cm £100.00
- £150.00

743

A Dudley - Still life study of fruit, watercolour,
signed and dated '94 lower left, 26 x 75 cm

744

£250.00 - £300.00

757

S Goodwin - A farmyard scene with chickens,
watercolour, signed and dated 1914 lower left, 14
x 23 cm £50.00 - £80.00

After Kyffin Williams (1918-2006) - The Farmer,
print, pencil initialled to lower right, 39 x 27 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

758

After Kyffin Williams (1918-2006) - The Sheep dog,
print, 29.5 x 50 cm £200.00 - £300.00

759

** Paul Lucien Maze (1887-1979) - Figure beside a
well, chalk pastel, signed to lower left, 25 x 36 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

760

** Paul Lucien Maze (1887-1979) - Seated figure in
a garden chair, chalk pastel, signed to lower right,
26 x 36 cm
** ARR may be applicable £300.00 - £400.00

761

Joseph Oppenheimer - Flower study, coloured
pencil, signed and dated NY 58, 27 x 35 cm
£50.00 - £80.00

762

Joseph Oppenheimer - Portrait of a man, red
chalk, signed upper right and dated London 24
Aug..., 50 x 35 cm £100.00 - £200.00

763

Rudolf Wacker (1893-1939) - Portrait study the
artist's wife resting her head in raised hands,
charcoal, signed with initials and dated '29, 28 x
37.5 cm £1,500.00 - £2,000.00

744A T Woledge - 'A Surrey Vale', watercolour, signed
and dated 1861 lower left, 13.5 x 20 cm unframed
£80.00 - £120.00
745

746

747

Edward Thompson - Scottish loch view with rising
mist, watercolour, signed and dated 1922 lower
left, 29 x 39 cm £400.00 - £600.00
R H Walker - A rustic scene with bridge and
figures, watercolour, signed lower left, 20 x 32 cm
£70.00 - £100.00
G H Howard Stanley - Old Bridge at Gatley,
watercolour, signed lower right, 26.5 x 17.5 cm
to/w English school - Washing drying by a rustic
cottage, watercolour, 18 x 29 cm (2) £70.00 £100.00

748

Wilfred Ball - 'Rouen', watercolour, signed lower
left and inscribed and dated 19 May 90 lower right,
12 x 20 cm £80.00 - £120.00

749

Grenville Cottingham (b. 1943) - 'Dockside
Cranes', watercolour, signed lower right, 26.5 x 19
cm, Mall Galleries label to reverse £100.00 £150.00

750

Edmund Parch Lewis (1835-1910) - American
quayside view, watercolour, signed lower right, 24
x 55 cm £200.00 - £300.00

751

Bob Wandesforde - 'Room for One More: Cod
Fishing, Bering Sea 1925, The Wawona's raised
jib is calling in her dories', watercolour with
bodycolour, signed lower right and dated 1988,
and inscribed lower left, 45 x 66 cm, Seattle
gallery label to reverse £150.00 - £200.00

763A Rudolf Wacker (1893-1939) - The Old Yacht
Barbour at Bregenz, Austria, pencil sketch, 12 x
17 cm £800.00 - £1,200.00
764

** Norman Ackroyd (b 1938) - 'Incidental Black', ltd
ed 9/50 aquatint, pencil signed to lower right
margin, 53 x 50 cm impression size, 78.5 x 58.5
cm sheet size
** ARR (Artist's Resale Right) may be applicable
£200.00 - £250.00

765

After William Nicholson (1872-1949) - 'Queen
Victoria', woodblock print, 24 x 23 cm £80.00 £120.00

752

E Tufnell - 'Night Action May 21st 1941,
766
Destruction of a German Convoy off Crete by HMS
Dido, Ajax and Orion', gouache, signed lower right,
The Parker Gallery label to reverse, 26 x 36.5 cm
£200.00 - £300.00
767
752A Charles Fisher - 'Breakers Ahead', sea scape,
watercolour, signed lower left, 22 x 50 cm £80.00 £120.00

After William Lionel Wyllie (1851-1931) - View of
the Thames from the Tower, drypoint etching,
pencil signed to lower left margin, 26 x 37.5 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

753

768

S Tushingham (1884-1968) - 'Church of St John
and St Paul Rome', drypoint etching, pencil signed
to lower right margin, 30 x 30 cm £80.00 - £120.00

769

After Orme - 'Hunting a Kuttauss or Civet Cat',
restrike, 34 x 45 cm; 'Shooting at the edge of a
jungle', 33 x 44.5 cm and 'Hunting a hog deer',
34.5 x 45 cm engravings, first published T McLean
London 1819 (3) £100.00 - £150.00

770

A set of four 19th century French hand-coloured
engravings of birds (4) £80.00 - £120.00

William Rainey (1852-1936) - 'Eastbourne Fishing
Station Won for Time', watercolour, signed lower
left, 22 x 34 cm, Royal Institute of Painters in
watercolour members label to reverse £100.00 £150.00

754

Dutch school - Rowing off the coast, watercolour,
25 x 34 cm £60.00 - £100.00

755

Leopolde Mullenbach - Dancing girl with
tambourine, watercolour, signed lower left, 45 x
28.5 cm £100.00 - £150.00

756

After Edward Ardizzone (1900-79) - A pair of prints 770A
- The Snow ball fight and retreating figures, one
titled 'Best Wishes for Christmas from Catherine
and Edward Ardizzone', 12 x 19 cm and 13 x 18
cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00
771
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After Rowland Langmaid (1897-1956) - Galleon in
full sail, drypoint etching, pencil signed lower right,
30.5 x 20 cm to/w After E W Cooke - Schooner &
Smack print (2) £80.00 - £120.00

A set of four 19th century hand-coloured etchings
of birds - Song Thrush, The Lesser Butcher Bird,
The House Sparrow, and the Pied Chaffinch, 26 x
20 cm (4) £100.00 - £150.00
A set of four antique Italian hand-coloured

engravings of falcons - Ghiandaia marina, falco
finnunculus montanus, falco mileus, aquilar di
nido, 34 x 27.5 cm (4) £80.00 - £120.00
772

773

774

775

776

777

778

786

Dutch school - Fishermen on quay, oil on canvas,
51 x 60 cm, unframed £50.00 - £80.00

787

Cavalli - Children in a flower meadow, oil on
canvas, signed lower right, 51 x 61 cm unframed
£40.00 - £60.00

788

K Adams - Harvest scene, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 60 x 91 cm, unframed £100.00 £150.00

789

John Clyman - Impressionistic river scene, oil on
canvas, signed lower left, 61 x 91 cm, unframed
£40.00 - £60.00

790

Dutch school - A flower and fruit garland, oil on
canvas, 60 x 91 cm unframed £50.00 - £80.00

791

G Debrus - Still life study of pink and yellow roses,
oil on board, signed lower left and dated 1893, 69
x 73 cm £500.00 - £700.00

792

John Horwood - Boating off a quay, oil on canvas,
signed lower left, 36 x 52 cm £300.00 - £400.00

793

W Wilson - Sailing off the coast, oil on board,
signed and dated 1892? lower left, 26 x 34.5 cm
£300.00 - £400.00

After Cecil Aldin (1870-1935) - 'The Yarn Market
Dunster', lithograp, pencil signed to lower left
margin, 45 x 42 cm; 'Castle Inn Chiddingstone', 38
x 41 cm; 'The Bull Inn, Dartford', 41 x 32 cm (3)
£100.00 - £150.00

794

G Gray - Fishermen setting sail, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 29 x 59 cm £300.00 - £500.00

795

English school - Bamborough Castle, oil on
canvas, 34 x 53 cm £250.00 - £350.00

After Cecil Aldin (1870-1935) - 'The Chain Gate,
Wells', lithograph, pencil signed to lower left
margin, 44 x 30 cm; 'Old Manor Houses', pencil
signed to lower left margin, 47 x 36.5 cm and
'Ightham Moat House: the Courtyard', pencil
signed to lower left margin, 45 x 37 cm (3)
£150.00 - £200.00

796

19th century English school - A busy shipping
channel, oil on panel, 46 x 80 cm £200.00 £300.00

797

B Briggs - 'Snug Down No 1' an extensive
seascape, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 65 x
121 cm £200.00 - £300.00

Three Hogarth morality engravings - 'Strolling
Actresses Dressing' 49 x 62 cm, 'Marriage a la
Mode Plates 1 and 2', 44 x 56 cm, both engraved
from the original picture (3) £100.00 - £150.00
After Henry Alken - two aquatints - 'The High
Mettled Racer: The Death', and 'The Post Horse',
first published 1821, S & J Fuller, 35 x 48 cm
£50.00 - £80.00
After Henry Alken - Four aquatints - 'Fores's
Hunting Sketches, plate 6: The Right and Wrong
Sort or a Good and Bad style of going across
country', published 1859, 35 x 44 cm; 'To Melton
Mowbray', and 'From Melton Mowbray', pub. Louis
Wolff & Co, 25 x 36 cm; and 'In Full Cry', pub. No.
3, Tregear, 45 x 63 cm (4) £80.00 - £120.00
After Reeve - 'Hare Hunting, plate 1, Soho',
engraving, 34 x 50 cm to/w two mail coach prints
'The Edinburgh Express' and 'Four in Hand', 38 x
48.5 cm (3) £60.00 - £100.00

798
After Hogarth - A set of four political engravings
plates I to IV - An Election Entertainmnet,
Canvassing for Votes, The Polling and Chairing the 799
Members, 49 x 62 cm (4) £150.00 - £200.00

779

A 19th century coloured engraving 'The Mortar
Battery at Woolwich', 39 x 51 cm £30.00 - £50.00

780

Yvonne Scales - 'Circulating Birds', wax and paint, 800
signed lower right, 45 x 49 cm, Anna-Mei
Chadwick gallery label to reverse £80.00 - £120.00 800A
Yvonne Scales - 'Waiting Birds', wax and paint,
signed lower right, 45 x 49 cm, Anna-Mei
Chadwick gallery label to reverse £80.00 - £120.00 801

781

Jacob Maris (1837-1899) - River view with windmill,
oil on canvas, signed lower right, 31 x 57 cm
£500.00 - £700.00
E M Wimperis (1835-1900) - 'The Path leading to
the village', watercolour, signed with initials and
dated '91 to lower left, 37.5 x 52.5 cm, the reverse
with old depository label £200.00 - £300.00
JL Ronay - The beggar fiddler, oil on canvas,
signed lower right, 76 x 60 cm £400.00 - £600.00
Florence Jay - A miniature study of a white and
tan terrier, oil on board, 10 x 18 cm £50.00 £80.00
Manner of Morland - Figures and sheep in a
landscape, oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower
right, 42 x 50 cm, unframed £80.00 - £120.00

782

Isherwood - Tower Bridge - abstract landscape,
impasto oil on board, signed lower left, 44 x 59 cm
£350.00 - £450.00

802

783

Frank Ormrod (1896-1988) - Cottages at Stanford,
Dingley Bucks, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 56
x 74 cm £200.00 - £300.00

Continental school - Figure in a red robe beside
fire, oil on board, 33.5 x 25 cm £80.00 - £120.00

803

Louis Fabien - Seascape, oil on canvas, signed
and dated '77 lower left, 53 x 45 cm £300.00 £400.00

Charles Cattermole (1837-1900) - 'The Blessing',
watercolour, signed lower left, 10.5 x 13 cm
£100.00 - £150.00

804

E A Goodall (1819-1908) - 'The Village
Blacksmith', oil on board, signed lower right, 20 x
25 cm £400.00 - £600.00

784

785

English school - Fisherman on a wooded river
bank, oil on canvas, 61 x 51 cm, unframed £50.00 - 805
£80.00
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Continental school - Study of a boy with a bowl of

oranges, oil on canvas, 35 x 25 cm £80.00 £120.00
806

Continental school - Hunchback of Notre Dame
and Esmerelda, oil on canvas, 32 x 24 cm £80.00 £120.00

807

Continental school - Beggar boy with violin, oil on
canvas, signed with monogram and dated 1879,
41 x 28 cm £600.00 - £700.00

808

Pierre Jean Hellemans (1787-1845) - A Winter
landscape with figure, carrying faggots, on a
frozen lake, oil on canvas, signed lower left, 30 x
45 cm
£300.00 - £400.00

809

After Rembrandt - Monk in St. Anastasius interior,
oil on canvas, 45 x 34 cm £50.00 - £100.00

810

Hypolite Prat - Lady sewing by an open door, oil
on canvas, 57 x 47 cm £80.00 - £120.00

811

Pupil of Gainsborough - Jesus with chalice and
bread, oil on bread, 61 x 49 cm, unframed and
inscribed to reverse 'Pupil of Gainsbor...bt at Sale
Bristol..1837..' £40.00 - £60.00

812

W Wilson - A landscape with hills and river, oil on
board signed lower right and dated 1897, 26 x 34
cm £200.00 - £300.00

812A Hypolite Prat - A covered passageway with
mothers and children, oil on canvas, signed lower
left, 90 x 60 cm £100.00 - £150.00
813

814

W Richards - A lakeland view with craggy hills and
croft, oil on canvas, signed lower right, 40 x 60 cm
£400.00 - £600.00
R Beetle - 'Bolton Woods', an extensive
landscape, oil on canvas, inscribed and signed
lower left, frame with plaque for Edmund Niemann
(1813-76), and on verso, 75 x 126 cm £500.00 £700.00

815

Henry Cooper - A pair of rustic landscapes, oil on
canvas, signed, 49 x 75 cm (2) £200.00 - £300.00

816

P Donnithorne - The Hunt, oil on canvas, signed
lower right, 59 x 89 cm £300.00 - £500.00

817

Norman Battershill (b 1922) - Landscape with
clump of trees, oil on canvas, signed lower right,
59 x 74 cm £100.00 - £150.00

818

Marls - A Lebanese streetscene and A castle
landscape, both oil on canvas, signed lower right,
49 x 59 cm (2) £100.00 - £150.00

819

Norman Battershill (b 1922) - Sussex Lane, near
Steyning, oil on board, signed lower right, 27.5 x
38 cm £80.00 - £120.00

820

A contemporary Georgian style wingback armchair
upholstered in mid-tan suede, raised on hip carved
claw & ball front legs £200.00 - £300.00

821

An 18th century oak estate bureau cabinet,
probably Scottish, in two parts surmounted by an
architectural arched pediment over a pair of
cupboard doors having shaped, raised and fielded
panels flanked by quarter turned pilasters, over a
slope front enclosing drawers and niches around a
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door and upright 'secret' stores and over a slide
top well and a shallow long drawer flanked by
carved relief carved shells over two short and three
long graduated drawers, flanked by conforming
quarter turned pilasters, the whole raised on ogee
moulded bracket feet £1,000.00 - £1,500.00
822

A pair of architectural plaster columns having
corinthian scroll tops to reeded turned bodies on
stepped bases - 250 cm high (2) £400.00 - £500.00

823

A hand-carved rocking horse, limewood, no.30 of
50 by Timber & Threed, Devon, with hair mane and
tail, leather saddle, on turned pillar safety stand,
c/w documents, 107 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

824

A Victorian mahogany window seat with single
piece top having turned hand rails, raised on
turned supports, 43 cm high x 130 cm long x 35
cm wide £100.00 - £150.00

825

An 18th century George III estate oak and pollard
oak low dresser, the wide two plank top over a
dentil moulded frieze over a fielded panelled centre
door flanked by three drawers to each side, 87 cm
high x 192 cm long x 57 cm wide £1,000.00 £1,500.00

826

A 17th/18th century oak chest of four long
graduated drawers with applied mouldings, raised
on bracket feet, 83 cm high x 98 cm wide x 59 cm
£400.00 - £500.00

827

A pair of 19th century carved walnut framed open
armchairs with upholstered backs and seats, over
a moulded wavy stretcher (2) £300.00 - £400.00

828

A Victorian brass rail and steel wired nursery fire
guard, 77 cm high x 108 cm wide x 31 cm
£100.00 - £140.00

829

An antique oak joint stool with all-round moulded
edge to the single piece top, raised on turned
supports united by all-round stretchers £200.00 £300.00

830

An Edwardian Sheraton Revival red walnut ladies
bureau, the fall enclosing a well-fitted interior
centred by a cupboard inlaid with a dragon slayer
flanked by niches and drawers over three drawers
around an arched niche, raised on square tapering
legs £300.00 - £350.00

831

A Victorian three tier inlaid rosewood whatnot
raised on short turned legs to brass castors
£100.00 - £150.00

832

A Victorian Gothic Revival oak library table having
an inset tooled leather top over a pair of frieze
drawers with applied mouldings £200.00 - £300.00

833

An antique oak joint stool with single plank
moulded edge top over a turned frame £150.00 £200.00

834

A Victorian brass-bound camphorwood campaign
trunk by Army & Navy, the hinged top enclosing
an unfitted interior with ivorine maker's disc 'Army
& Navy C.S.L. Makers', the sides with lacquered
brass carrying handles £300.00 - £500.00

835

A Victorian Gothic Revival oak pedestal desk, the

top with three-quarter pierced brass gallery and
inset tooled green leather over an arrangement of
nine carved drawers, raised on plinths £150.00 £200.00
836

A Venetian blue edged amber glass chandelier by
Murano having scroll arms, 73 cm diameter x
approx. 67 cm h £500.00 - £700.00

838

A late 19th century stickback walnut/fruitwood
armchair £200.00 - £300.00

839

An antique weathered iron grille framed plate glass
top coffee table, supplied by Blanchards of
Hungerford £400.00 - £500.00
A Victorian mahogany breakfront library bookcase,
the moulded cornice over four astragal glazed
doors enclosing adjustable shelves over four
fielded panel cupboard doors, raised on a plinth
base, supplied by Blanchards, Winchester, 227
cm high x 316 cm wide x 43 cm deep £500.00 £600.00

A substantial mid 19th century mahogany
extending dining table with four even leaf inserts,
raised on turned reeded legs on oversize brass
spoke wheels, to/w the original vertical leaf
cabinet, 154 cm long (min) x 366 cm (max) x 152
cm wide x 74 cm high
£1,500.00 - £2,500.00

An 18th century cross-banded oak mule chest,
the hinged top over a storage well with six dummy
drawer fronts and three drawers, raised on bracket
feet, 95 cm high x 150 cm x 52 cm £300.00 £500.00

854

A set of four Victorian walnut salon side chairs
with overstuffed seats, to/w a pair of serpentine
seat side chairs (6) £100.00 - £150.00

A 19th century mahogany bowfront sideboard
server having a frieze drawer flanked by geometric
panelled cupboard and cellarette drawer, raised on
six substantial square tapering legs, 93 cm high x
169 cm wide x 69 cm deep £400.00 - £500.00

855

A part 17th century oak Bible box, the single
piece hinged top having a carved text to the
interior 'In all thy ways acknowledge Him and He
shall direct thy paths', over a carved front and
sides, raised on a jointed turned stand, 58 cm
wide x 40 cm wide x 81 cm, 143 cm high x 125
cm x 57 cm £100.00 - £150.00

856

A part 17th century oak chair with figural carved
back over a plank seat, carved initials 'GED' to
splat and underside of seat £100.00 - £150.00

857

A George III mahogany bureau, the fall enclosing a
fitted interior of drawers and niches centred by a
cupboard over four long graduated drawers, raised
on shaped bracket feet £200.00 - £300.00

858

An antique taxidermy long eared owl mounted
within original case, trade label to verso for W. N.
Carter, Colchester, 37 cm high x 27 cm x 13 cm
£60.00 - £100.00

859

Jaime Tesserra Clapés (b Barcelona 1943) a Tenor
Mesa model dining table, the bevel end plate glass
top raised on twin light walnut pedestals united by
a silver nickel arch tension arm to clamps, 2.5 x
1.1 m, circa 2003 £1,000.00 - £2,000.00

860

Jaime Tesserra Clapés (b Barcelona 1943) a set of
eight Spinnaker chairs, silver nickel mounted light
walnut each with tan leather seats, circa 2003 (8)
£1,800.00 - £2,200.00

861

Jaime Tesserra Clapés (b Barcelona 1943) 'The
Servant Servidor Mudo', a silver nickel and ivorine
mounted pale light walnut serving sideboard, the
metamorphic three panel top over a fitted drawer
for cutlery and dining accoutrements, cedar lined
£600.00 - £900.00

862

A pair of antique Italianate carved giltwood ribbonbow and swag twin-arm wall sconces mounted
with spread winged ho-ho bird on a rocky outcrop,
95 cm long (2) £280.00 - £320.00

A Regency rosewood rise and fall pole screen with
a circular adjustable fabric panelled screen raised
on a triform platform base (2) £60.00 - £80.00

842

A 19th century mahogany pole screen, the rise
and fall oval tapestry panel with armorial device
raised on a tripod base £60.00 - £80.00
A Victorian mahogany campaign washstand, the
double hinge-over top enclosing a bowl and pair of
glass wells over a frieze drawer, cupboard and
bidet drawer, raised on square legs £100.00 £200.00

844

A 19th century satinwood inlaid mahogany
washstand having a double hinge over top,
cupboard and drawer, raised on square legs to
brass castors, 81 cm high x 44 cm x 46 cm
£100.00 - £200.00

845

A 19th century elm seat stick back armchair
£120.00 - £160.00

846

A miniature Chippendale style serpentine chest of
four long graduated drawers flanked by blind fretcut panels, raised on a moulded base £180.00 £220.00

847

851

853

841

843

A pair of country house upholstered armchairs by
Peter Dudgeon, London (2) £400.00 - £600.00

Two 18th century mahogany framed Gainsborough
open arm chairs each having swept arms in
852
matching floral and figural tapestry covers, one
with a serpentine seat, the other an arched back
(2) £400.00 - £600.00

837

840

850

An Edwardian brass inlaid mahogany stand with
frieze drawer over brass diamond wire panelled
sides, raised on square legs with brass caps
£50.00 - £80.00

848

A Victorian oak library open bookcase, divided into
two rows of three adjustable shelves, retaining
tooled leather edges, raised on a plinth and
ceramic castors, 147 cm high x 182 cm wide x 32
cm £200.00 - £400.00

849

A brass umbrella stand in the form of a part open
umbrella circa 1920's £40.00 - £60.00
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863

An 18th century cross-banded oak chest on
stand, the moulded cornice over two short and
three long graduated drawers raised on a three
drawer stand, the legs reduced in height, 128 cm
high x 100 cm x 57 cm £300.00 - £500.00

£400.00 - £600.00
879

A set of six elm seat wheel-back chairs raised on
crinoline stretchers comprising a pair of
generously proportioned elbow chairs and four side
chairs (6) £300.00 - £500.00

864

A vintage gilt patinated French six-branch crystal
hung electrolier £180.00 - £220.00

880

865

A miniature 19th century Dutch walnut display
cabinet on bombe chest, raised on paw carved
front feet
£300.00 - £400.00

A 19th century French side chair with off-white
painted frame and pink satin upholstered back
panel over a serpentine seat £150.00 - £200.00

881

An early 19th century giltwood convex mirror
surmounted by a recumbent deer flanked by floral
leaf scrolls, 98 cm high x 76 cm wide £500.00 £800.00

866

867

868

869

An early Victorian cross-banded figured mahogany
tea table, the fold over top raised on a multi882
facetted support with moulded acanthus leaf collar
to a shaped quad platform, raised on moulded feet
to ceramic castors £200.00 - £250.00
883
A George III mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers flanked by reeded
884
pilasters, raised on ogee moulded bracket feet
£100.00 - £150.00
885
A 19th century mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers (a/f) £200.00 £250.00
887
A Victorian rosewood cross-banded mahogany
fold-over card table, raised on a turned double gateleg frame £250.00 - £300.00

870

An antique Chinese papier mache pictorial
decorated red lacquered table, a/f, 95 x 58 x 30
cm high £60.00 - £100.00

871

A carved oak court cupboard, part 17th century
and later comprising a wide plank top over a
carved frieze supported by a pair of carved figural
supports over drawers and cupboard, the whole
raised on substantial turned feet, 135 x 130 x 53
cm £200.00 - £400.00

872

873
874

876

877

878

A pair of Victorian ivorine inlaid stained beech
framed salon side chairs (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A 19th century elm crinoline stretcher hoop back
armchair £300.00 - £400.00
A Victorian inlaid rosewood nursing chair with
overstuffed tapestry seat £30.00 - £50.00
A matched pair of mahogany breakfront side
tables, each with three frieze drawers and an
arched apron, raised on square tapering legs to
spade feet - one 19th century the other later (2)
£150.00 - £200.00

888

A George III mahogany shell motif inlaid chest of
two short over three long graduated drawers with
brass swan-neck fittings, raised on ogee moulded
bracket feet £150.00 - £200.00

889

A 19th century flame mahogany platform mirror,
the shield shaped bevel edged plate over a
bowfront three drawer base £80.00 - £100.00

890

A George III mahogany cross-banded chest of two
short over three long graduated drawers £200.00 £250.00

An 18th century mahogany bureau with fitted
interior over four long graduated drawers, raised on
shaped bracket feet £150.00 - £180.00
891
A George II mahogany tilt top tripod table on pad
feet £100.00 - £150.00
892
A Victorian brass and mother-of-pearl inlaid
rosewood stationery writing box with fitted interior
£80.00 - £100.00

875

An Edwardian Sheraton Revival polychrome
decorated serpentine form chair with button
upholstery £200.00 - £300.00

A 19th century mahogany bow-front sideboard
having lobed front corners and raised on turned
supports £100.00 - £150.00
A 19th century cottage spinning wheel with turned
spindle wheel, initialled ' W I' £100.00 - £150.00

893
A Victorian mahogany metamorphic/rise and fall
three tier buffet/side table, the rectangular top with
all-round moulded edge raised on castors £300.00 £400.00
894
A pair of Howard style easy armchairs upholstered
in Jane Churchill paisley design fabric (2) £300.00 £500.00
895
A traditional Howard stye sofa upholstered in midblue velveteen fabric complete with contrasting
896
scatter cushions £300.00 - £500.00

A 19th century boxwood inlaid mahogany bowfront
chest of two short over three long graduated
drawers raised on shaped bracket feet £250.00 £350.00

A George III elm seat Windsor armchair, Thames
Valley circa 1800, the comb crest over a vaseshaped vertical splat, raised on pad foot club front
legs united by a stretcher

An 18th century French provincial cherry wood
table, the mitre-framed wide plank top over a wavy
frieze incorporating a pair of drawers to one side,
raised on slender cabriole legs, 168 cm long x 78
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897

A vintage television in cabinet by RGB (Radio
Gramophone Development Co. Ltd.) model
no.B1800 £50.00 - £70.00
A vintage lacquered brass adjustable arm desk
lamp with enamelled shade £40.00 - £60.00
An antique straw-work vanity box in the form of a
book £60.00 - £80.00

cm wide x 76 cm high £500.00 - £700.00

914

898

A set of four 19th century gilt decorated rosewood
side chairs having over-stuffed tapestry seat
covers (4) £150.00 - £180.00

A Victorian mahogany framed cheval mirror, the
deep moulded frame raised on a shaped platform
to four scroll feet on brass castors, 151 cm high
overall x 67 cm £300.00 - £400.00

899

915
A pair of Regency stained pine and beech
children's armchairs, one retaining original armorial
design tapestry seat cover (2) £100.00 - £150.00
916
A 19th century kidney-shaped brass handled tray

A Sheraton Revival shell inlaid and cross-banded
caddy topped box, 29 x 16 x 16 cm high £40.00 £60.00

900

centred by an inlaid satinwood batwing motif
£40.00 - £60.00
901

A Victorian style mahogany leather top pedestal
desk with nine drawers, raised on plinths £180.00 - 917
£220.00

902

A Victorian mahogany chest of two short over
three long graduated drawers retaining original
turned pulls raised on turned feet £200.00 £300.00

903

A Sheraton Revival inlaid walnut circular standing
having a glass panelled twin-handled tray top over
a circular second tier and shaped undertier, circa
1900 £150.00 - £200.00

904

A 17th century oak coffer, the wide two plank
hinged top over an elaborate lunette carved frieze
and three arcaded fielded panels, on stile feet
£150.00 - £200.00
An antique Hungarian stained and polychrome
decorated trunk, 50 cm high x 110 cm wide x 61
cm £80.00 - £120.00

918

A Victorian walnut work table, the rectangular Dend top over a fitted frieze drawer and tapering
fabric bodied slide storage well, raised on shaped
ends £200.00 - £300.00

919

A Victorian giltwood and plaster arched frame
overmantel, raised on porcelain feet, 82 cm wide x
120 cm £60.00 - £80.00

A set of four 19th century elm seat star fret-back
chairs comprising a single elbow chair and three
side chairs (4) £200.00 - £300.00

920

A 19th century inlaid dark satinwood fold over tea
table, raised on square section gateleg suuports
£150.00 - £200.00

905

A 19th century carved and moulded hardwood
occasional table, the circular wavy edged top over
an octagonal folding base, 84 cm high x 60 cm
dia. £80.00 - £120.00

921

A Victorian mahogany triple pedestal dining table
with a pair of wide insert leaves, raised on turned
pillars to fluted outswept legs to brass castors
£400.00 - £600.00

906

A late 19th century oak hall cupboard having a
lunette centred cornice over a relief carved
armorial, with base drawer, 228 cm high x 112 cm
x 58 cm £300.00 - £400.00

922

907

A Howard style easy armchair upholstered in pale
red flecked open weave fabric £200.00 - £300.00

A Victorian mahogany drop side occasional table
having two drawers to one end opposing dummy
drawer fronts, raised on turned legs to brass
castors, 71 cm high x 49 cm x 36 cm (closed)
£150.00 - £200.00

923

908

A Victorian oak slop top desk, carved overall in the
17th century style, raised on a substantial barleytwist turned frame united by a centre stretcher
£180.00 - £220.00

An antique elm cricket table, the circular top
raised on three legs, 50 cm dia x 57 cm high
£200.00 - £300.00

924

A matched pair of two-seater Knoll sofas
upholstered in Morris style fabric (2) £300.00 £400.00

925

A Commonwealth period oak/elm six plank coffer,
the staple hinged top over a part chisel decorated
front panel, raised on stile ends - reduced in
height, 46 cm high x 124 cm long x 36 cm wide
£200.00 - £300.00

926

A 19th century flame mahogany North Country
chest of five short over four long graduated
drawers, raised on splayed bracket feet united by
a shaped apron £300.00 - £400.00

927

A black lacquered and polychrome decorated
Chinese Chippendale style elbow chair with Morris
style overstuffed seat £80.00 - £120.00

928

A Howard style triple hump-back sofa upholstered
in sky blue fabric, 220 cm x 110 cm £300.00 £500.00

929

A mid 19th century mahogany leather top writing
table with four frieze drawers and raised on turned
fluted legs, 120 cm wide x 51 cm x 77 cm high

909

A Victorian mahogany sofa table with rounded
corner drop leaf ends over a pair of frieze drawers,
73 cm high x 105 cm (closed) x 61 cm £200.00 £300.00

910

An 18th century elm side table, the wide two plank
top over a frieze drawer, raised on square tapering
legs, 89 cm high x 77 cm x 89 cm high £400.00 £500.00

911

An unusual and substantial 18th century oak two
tier buffet, the top with canted corners and
moulded edge over a plain frieze, raised on six
turned supports to a pot-board base and all-round
plinth, 90 cm high x 195 cm long x 71 cm wide
£300.00 - £500.00

912

Victorian mahogany Pembroke table, raised on
turned pillar to four reeded legs £80.00 - £120.00

913

A 17th century style jointed oak stool, the turned
supports united by all-round square stretchers
£60.00 - £80.00
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930

931

932

933

£250.00 - £300.00

944

A pair of Victorian giltwood side chairs with
overstuffed silk upholstered seats (2) £50.00 £70.00

A Victorian red walnut gong stand with chain
suspended circular gong complete with hammer,
92 cm high 74 cm wide £60.00 - £100.00

945

A Victorian inlaid rosewood occasional table, the
octagonal top raised on slender turned supports to
a spindle galleried undertier, 88 cm high x 54 cm
dia. £80.00 - £120.00

A French kingwood and walnut open bookcase
with two adjustable shelves, reputedly an original
cabin furnishing removed from RMS Queen Mary,
102 cm high x 47 cm x 35 cm £100.00 - £150.00

946

A George III mahogany top occasional table on
oak tripod base £40.00 - £60.00

947

A George III satinwood serpentine front sideboard
with central frieze drawer flanked by a nine division
cellarette drawer over cupboard and cupboard door
faced as three dummy drawers, raised on square
spade end supports £300.00 - £500.00

948

A Victorian figured walnut work table with fitted
frieze drawer over a fabric bodied storage well,
raised on turned moulded supports to four hipcarved scroll legs on concealed brass castors 54
cm wide x 40 cm x 72 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

949

An antique moulded giltwood and plaster framed
bevel edged mirror, 137 x 107 cm £300.00 £400.00

A George III mahogany card table, the rectangular
fold over top with baize lining and counter wells to
each corner, raised on a double gateleg action on
club legs £250.00 - £300.00
A continental carved and moulded frames open
armchair with tapestry style upholstered seat and
back £50.00 - £100.00

934

A Victorian giltwood framed mirror with ovoid plate
aperture, 78 cm high x 67 cm wide £80.00 £120.00

935

A late 19th century inlaid mahogany salon sofa
having a chair back to one end, raised on club
front legs £300.00 - £400.00

936

An 18th century Shropshire mahogany crossbanded oak high dresser, the open rack flanked by 950
a cupboard over drawer to each side over a pair of
cupboards, flanked by drawers, the whole raised
on club front legs 182 cm x 46 cm x 205 cm high
951
£700.00 - £1,000.00

937

938

An antique polychrome decorated eight panel door
under plate glass top framed as a coffee table, 132 952
cm x 80 cm x 46 cm £150.00 - £200.00
A George III mahogany three-quarter galleried top
side table having a full width drop leaf flanked by a
drawer to each end, raised on square inner
chamfered legs to concealed leather wheel
castors, 84 cm high overall x 88 cm x 53 cm
£200.00 - £300.00

939

A late 19th century mahogany partners desk, the
inset gilt tooled red leather top over nine drawers
to one side opposing three drawers and pair of
cupboards on shaped bracket feet £300.00 £400.00

940

An 18th/19th century Italianate carved giltwood
frame with fitted mirror plate, 46 cm x 40 cm
£150.00 - £200.00

941

An 18th century Italian/Spanish provincial walnut
and fruitwood table, the top with lobed corners
raised on carved open trestle end supports with
scroll braces, 145 cm long x 76 cm wide x 74 cm
high £800.00 - £1,200.00

942

943

A Victorian walnut framed button upholstered chair
end chaise lounge to/w a similar companion
upholstered walnut framed armchair (2) £200.00 £300.00
A Victorian button upholstered easy armchair with
ebonised and parcel gilt frame, probably by
Howard, stamped 7230 to rear leg - lacking
castors £100.00 - £150.00
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A 19th century oak slope front table top writing
cabinet with part fitted interior over a storage well,
51 cm wide x 36 cm x 31 cm £40.00 - £60.00
Gaskin, an eight day mahogany cased longcase
clock, with 30 cm diam circular painted dial,. 199
cm high £200.00 - £400.00
An oak cased eight day bracket clock with
silvered arched dial, the German three train
movement striking on a series of rods, 50 cm high
£200.00 - £250.00

953

A 19th century rosewood, mahogany and oak
longcase clock, the thirty hour movement with
painted arched dial with date aperture, signed J
Brookes, Stratford, 216 cm high £200.00 - £250.00

954

Richard Feat, Bridgewater, an 18th century oak
longcase clock, the eight day movement with
arched brass dial having subsidiary strike/silent,
seconds and date, 212 cm high £300.00 - £500.00

955

An antique cleated plank top table raised on
baluster turned supports to a platform base united
by a centre stretcher £200.00 - £300.00

956

Frost, Winchester, a mahogany cased eight-day
single fusee movement dial clock, 38 cm diam
£300.00 - £400.00

957

Richard Timms, Moreton, a 19th century
mahogany balloon barometer with silvered dial and
thermometer scale and convext mirror, 93 cm long
x 26 cm diam £150.00 - £200.00

957A Fontana, Exeter, a Victorian mother of pearl inlaid
rosewood barometer having a silvered dial, level,
thermometer and dry/damp dial, 26 cm diam, 97
cm high £200.00 - £300.00
958

Jon. Fiora, Nottingham, a 19th century inlaid
mahogany balloon barometer with silvered dial and
thermometer scale, 96 cm h. x 26 cm dia.

£200.00 - £300.00
959

960

961

Abraham, Weston, Lewes, an 18th century oak
eight-day longcase clock with five pillar movement,
the brass dial with subsidiary seconds and
973
silvered date aperture, 206 cm high £300.00 £400.00
Chapman, Loughbro, a 19th century oak thirty
hour longcase clock, the painted square dial with
subsidiary date aperture, 192 cm high £100.00 £150.00

974

white dial incorporating a fast/slow adjuster to 12
o'clock, the case with two inspection slides, 60
cm diam overall £300.00 - £400.00
Schatz, a German nautical styled bulkhead clock
within a ships wheel mount to/w a companion
Schatz Holostenic compensated barometer, both
34 cm diam overall (2) £40.00 - £60.00
A 19th century satinwood cross-banded platform
mirror, the oval plate raised over a serpentine three
drawer base £80.00 - £120.00

Edward Pistor, London - An 18th century eight-day 975
ebony cased bracket/table clock, the silvered
arched dial with subsidiary strike/silent and
minutes to the arch over a Roman numeral chapter 976
ring, pendulum and date apertures, the twin fusee
movement of heavily engraved back plate striking
the hours on a bell, 60 cm high overall £1,000.00 £1,500.00

A late Victorian fret cut brass fender with steel
base, raised on cast brass paw feet, 130 cm w x
28 cm x 18 cm h £50.00 - £70.00

962

A late 19th century satinwood dome cased mantel
clock having an 8-day two train movement striking
on a spiral gong, the white enamelled dial with
Roman numerals, 30 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

977

A 19th century Dutch marquetry and floral
marquetry walnut framed mirror fitted with bevel
edged arched top plate, 103 cm x 68 cm £500.00 £600.00

963

A late 19th/20th century walnut cased bracket
clock with three train 8-day movement striking on
five hammers, the chased silvered arched dial with
subsidiary slow/fast and strike silent selectors, 51
cm high overall £180.00 - £220.00

978

A 19th century giltwood and plaster framed
overmantel mirror, the ribbon bow surmount over
etched mirror border panels, 128 cm x 86 cm
£280.00 - £300.00

964

A 19th century brass inlaid boulle mantel clock,
the 8-day movement stamped 29472 with white
enamelled dial and blue Roman numerals, 35 cm
high £400.00 - £600.00

979

965

Tho Tounson, Penintoune, an 18th century thirty
hour oak longcase clock with an engraved 28 cm
980
square brass dial, the case well carved with Celtic
symbols and initialled 'G H', 205 cm high £180.00 £200.00
981
D Albino, a Victorian rosewood wheel barometer
with silvered dial, level, thermometer and dry/damp
register, 30 cm diam x 102 cm long £100.00 982
£150.00

C. Hindley & Sons, an early 19th century
mahogany two drawer washstand having a threequarter galleried top, over a shaped undertier
raised on moulded square supports, maker's
stamp to drawer top and numbered 8026, 121 cm
wide x 61 cm x 77 cm high £300.00 - £400.00

966

967

A set of six oak framed Victorian Gothic side
chairs with cane seats (6) £200.00 - £400.00

968

A lacquered brass carriage clock the 8-day drum
movement with white dial signed Taylor & Bligh,
15 cm high overall £50.00 - £70.00

A set of twelve late 19th century walnut framed
dining chairs with matching overstuffed seats,
raised on turned and ring turned front legs to
ceramic castors, to/w a pair of matching carvers
(14) £600.00 - £800.00

A Victorian gilt-tooled leather 'self interpreting'
family Bible with chromolithographic illustrations
£40.00 - £50.00
Jones, Harold (ill) two vols, 'Lavender's Blue'
(nursery rhymes) 1954 and 'Bless this Day'
(prayers), 1965 reprint (2) £20.00 - £30.00
Kerner, Anton, The Natural History of Plants, 2
vols, 1904, to/w Davidson, H. C. (edit) 'The Book of
the Home', 8 vols 1906, both sets pub. Gresham
Publishing Co., with Art Nouveau decorated cover
designed by Talwyn Morris (10) £70.00 - £100.00

983

Ainsworth Davis, J. (edit) Science in Modern Life,
6 vols 1908, to/w Boulton, W. (edit) Practical CoalMining, 6 vols 1908, Gresham Publishing Co., with
Talwyn Morris design Art Nouveau covers (12)
£40.00 - £60.00

969

A lacquered brass ovoid cased carriage clock with
folding carrying handle, 15 cm high overall £60.00 £100.00

970

A French lacquered brass two cylinder 8-day
carriage clock with folding handle striking the half
hours and hours on a spiral gong, 15 cm high
overall £100.00 - £140.00

984

Ten various Rupert the Bear Annuals - mostly
1950's (3 disbound), to/w The Rupert Adventure
Series (paper comic) nos. 1 - 36 and twenty-eight
other vintage children's volumes £50.00 - £100.00

971

A lacquered brass 8-day repeat alarm carriage
clock, striking the half house and hours on a spiral
gong - contained in red morocco transit case, 16
cm overall £250.00 - £300.00

985

972

An oversize brass cased eight day single fusee
ships bulkhead clock with Roman numerals on

A selection of leather-bound volumes: Smollett, T.
'The History of England' (5 vols) New Edition 1822,
to/w The Woman at Home (bound magazine) vol.1
1894, Williams, the Rev. John, Ancient Welsh
Grammar, pub, Llandovery 1861 and Deschanel,
A. Privat 'National Philosophy' 9th edition 1887
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986

987

(school prize), to/w Peers and Peereses (sic) of
988
Scotland who are not Peers of England (circa
1800), Black's Guide to Scotland 1889 and a later
(c.1900) edition, Watson's Almanack 1832, The
Royal Blue Book Court Guide 1904 (164th edition),
Black's Guide to Surrey 1893, a passenger list
989
and guide book for 1931 Mediterranean cruise on
RMSP 'Atlantis' and a 1936 manuscript hostess
book record of menus at lunch and dinner, Egypt
(16) £50.00 - £100.00
990
General Medical: A collection of twenty-seven ltd.
edition leather-bound and gilt-tooled volumes from
the Classics of Medicine Library Series:- The
Principles & Practice of Medicine by William Osler 991
(2 copies) and Aquanimities with Other Addresses
by W. Osler, Diseases of Workers by Bernadino
992
Ramazzini (2 copies) Etiology of Childbed Fever'
by Ignac Semmelweiss (2 copies), A Practical
Treatise on Venereal Diseases by Philippe Ricord,
993
and Treatise of the Membranes by Xavier Bichat,
The Aphorisms of Hippocrates by Thomas Corr
(transcript copies), Organic Diseases of the Heart
and Great Vessels by Corvisart/Percussion of the
994
Chest by Auenbrugger (1 vol), Gastric Juice and
the Physiology of Digestion by William Beaumont,
An Account of the Foxglove by William Withering,
995
Medical Ethics by Thomas Percival, The Whole
Course of Chirurgerie by Peter Loew, Artistic
Anatomy by Robert Knox/Bridgewater Treatise on
the Hand by Sir Charles Bell (1 vol), A Treatise on 996
the Medical Jurisprudence of Insanity by Isaac
Ray, The Genuine Works of Hippocrates by
997
Francis Adams (trans.), General Surgical
Pathology and Therapeutics by Bill Roth, The
Canon of Medecine of Avicenna by O. Cameron
998
Gruner (trans.), The Works of Thomas Sydenham,
M.D., De Motu Corsis by William Harvey, The
Origins of Anesthesia by Sherwin B. Nuland, A
999
treatise of the Blood, Inflammation and Gun-Shot
Wounds by John Hunter, Medecina Magica by
Hans Biedermann and the Fasciculus Medicinae 1000
by Johannes de Ketham £200.00 - £300.00
Medical and Obstetrics - sixteen limited edition
leather-bound vols in the Classics of Medicine
Library series - 'Silver Sutures...Uterine Surgery'
1001
by J. Marion Sims, ''The Art of Midwifery' by
Elizabeth Nihell, 'Treatise of Midwifery' by Fielding
1002
Ould, 'Cases and Observations in Midwifery', by
William Smellie (3 vols), 'The Expert Midwife', by
Jacob Rueff, 'The Etiology of Childbed Fever' by
Ignac Semmelweis, 'The Practice of
Contraception', Margaret Sanger & Hannah Stone,
'The Obliquely Contracted Pelvis', by Dr Franz Carl 1003
Naegele, 'Anatomical Exercitations' by William
Harvey, 'On Obstetric Auscultation' by Evory
Kennedy, 'A Directory for Midwives' by Nicholas
Culpeper, 'Medical Essays' by Oliver Wendell
Holmes, 'The Art of Midwifery Improv'd' by Hendrik
Van Deventer and 'Diseases of Women' by
Gustave Bernutz and Ernest Goupil, to/w a
1004
quantity of other classic works in the field £200.00
- £300.00
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A 19th century Russian Orthodox Bible, the heavy
brass cover richly worked with engraved decoration
and mounted with oval medallions depicting Christ
and Saints, on four short feet, 32 x 26 cm £500.00
- £600.00
A 19th century Russian Icon, painted and gilded
on wood panel to portray the Resurrection and
Descent with twelve major feasts, 31.5 x 27 cm
£800.00 - £900.00
A 19th century Russian menological Icon for
January, painted and gilded on wood panel, 31.5 x
26.5 cm £800.00 - £900.00
A modern icon on wood panel, Madonna & Child,
28 x 18 cm £40.00 - £60.00
A 1960's Fidelity record player to/w a large
collection of vinyl records - mostly pop and easy
listening £200.00 - £300.00
A teak-cased portable 'Dionic' Water Tester with
generator/display unit, to/w a laboratory watertester with glass tubes and a water test tube both with platinum probes (4) £40.00 - £60.00
A Megger battery-operated Ducter (low resistance
tester) with associated manual £40.00 - £60.00
An Evershed & Vignoles high voltage generator
with folding crank handle, to/w a Megger insulation
meter (2 - both teak-cased) £20.00 - £40.00
An Evershed 1.35 inch Bearing Indicator in bronze
case, with manual £40.00 - £60.00
An Evershed & Vignoles high voltage DC voltmeter
with cooling resistor cage, in teak case £30.00 £40.00
An Evershed & Vignoles dual unit ammeter &
voltmeter, a single unit example and a portable
single unit (3 - all teak-cased) £60.00 - £80.00
A cold-painted flame-cut sheet steel model car, on
wood stand, 48 cm wide overall £15.00 - £20.00
A small glazed oak-cased barograph by J. Lizars
of Glasgow and Edinburgh, 21 cm wide, to/w a
box of graph-sheets and a bottle of ink £50.00 £70.00
A pair of cross-form turned wood bowl stands, 39
cm £40.00 - £60.00
A WW2 German electrical transformer, to/w
ammeters, two optical instruments and two
lenses, in teak box (note - these items were
'liberated' by British Military personnel in Germany
in 1945) £40.00 - £60.00
A stoneware flagon, printed for Beaufort Brewery,
Wootton Bassett, 36 cm high, to/w a bottle from
the Newport & South Wales Wine & Spirit
Company, 24 cm, nine floral cut and mirrored
glass door finger-plates, two pieces of cranberry
glass and a cut glass butter dish (box) £40.00 £60.00
A selection of vintage cameras and binoculars in
wicker hamper, including Deckel Compur 'Dolly',
Grodenstock 'Vario', Kodak Duaflex, Kodak Retina

II, Agfa Colorflex, etc. £50.00 - £100.00
1005

A Symphonium polyphon in ebonised case, to/w a
selection of discs £200.00 - £250.00

1006

Royal Navy interest - A trio of desk weights as flag
staffs £20.00 - £40.00

1007

A pair of gilt brass twin-branch wall lights in the
rococo manner £80.00 - £120.00

1008

A set of five framed fragments of fabric from early
aeroplanes £50.00 - £60.00

1009

A pair of early 19th century American nickel
plated vintage car carbide headlamps 'The
Rushmore Lens Mirror Searchlight' by Rushmore
Dynamo works nos K20702 and K22198, 20 cm
diam lens (2) £300.00 - £400.00

shotgun cartridges, Diamond shot, fibre wad (750
cartridges), 28 g, no.8's to/w a lockable steel
cartridge safe. Note: cartridges locked in
strongroom - available for viewing on request
Important: Purchaser must present current
shotgun certificate for recording purposes £80.00 £120.00
1024

A stitched linen US flag with 48 stars, 100 x 208
cm, to/w various later flags and pennants,
including a large 'Heineken' advertising flag (box)
NB: flag changed to 50 stars in 1959 £40.00 £60.00

1025

A Swaine Aidney & Brigg of Piccadilly tan leather
'Cambridge' holdall with cloth storage-bag
(complete with 2008 receipt -£1,340) £100.00 £150.00

1010

A Downie's Patent antique brass-mounted bookpress with folding crank handle, label for Partridge 1026
& Cooper of Fleet Street £40.00 - £60.00

1011

Two four-tier ceiling lightshades hung with cut
1027
glass lustre drops, to/w three smaller two-tier
examples and a quantity of spare lustres £80.00 £120.00
A set of six large fine quality cut crystal glass wall 1028
lights with stainless steel back mounts - by
William Yeoward, 22 cm dia. (6) £500.00 - £800.00 1029
A large bronze ship's propellor with three foils, 61
cm £80.00 - £120.00
A taxidermy barn owl, in glazed case, 48 cm high 1030
overall (Cites Article 10 applied for) £100.00 £200.00

1012

1013
1014

1015

1016

1017

1018

1019

1020
1021

A 19th century brass celestial telescope on folding
1031
tripod stand, un-named, 122 cm long overall in
mahogany case with replacement lens £300.00 £400.00
Two pairs of Art Nouveau tins for Victory V-Gums 1032
and Lozenges 'Always Reliable', with painted
decoration, to/w a smaller pair for MacFarlane,
Lang & Co. Ltd. Biscuits and thirteen other
1033
decorative tins £100.00 - £180.00
A model 1795 9pdr field-gun, mounted on a cigar 1034
humidor with cedar-lined drawer, 51 cm £100.00 £150.00
1035
An antique nautical brass binnacle cased gimble
framed compass with light box to the side, 25 cm
high £40.00 - £60.00
A cased jeroboam of Moet & Chandon Brut
Imperial champagne in presentation box £120.00 £150.00
1036
A magnum of Chateau Lynch-Moussas Pauillac
1996 £100.00 - £150.00
1037
A magnum of Chateau Talbot Saint-Julien 1987
£100.00 - £150.00

1022

A vintage brass-bound leather shotgun cartridge
magazine with seven compartments secured by
leather straps, bears trade label for William
Horton, Glasgow, 56 cm wide £200.00 - £300.00

1023

Three slabs of Gamebore Black Gold 12 gauge
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An 18th century floral-carved oak panel, dated
1755, 64 x 62 cm, to/w another carved oak panel
(2) £100.00 - £150.00
An ornate cast brass desk-stand, to/w a Zsolnay
Pecs reticulated pottery and gilt metal lamp-base
(2) £50.00 - £70.00
A turned wood broad rimmed dish, raised on six
pillars and ring foot, 42 cm £50.00 - £70.00
An early 19th century brass and bamboo library
'long-arm' with sprung grip and lever handle, 122
cm £60.00 - £80.00
A Tunbridge ware desk stand, the glass inkbottles with Chinese coin stoppers, floral
decorated border and shallow drawer, on bun feet,
34 cm wide £100.00 - £150.00
A gilt patinated bronze figure of a 19th century
Italian soldier, 31 cm, in fitted travel-case £100.00 £150.00
A North American tribal stool (or head-rest)
constructed from a deer's pelvis with woven leather
strip seat £20.00 - £30.00
An oil lamp with cut cranberry glass font and
foliate cast base £40.00 - £60.00
A young elephant's foot, hollowed-out as a
container, 20 cm high £50.00 - £70.00
A 19th century Russian gilt tooled leather covered
table casket, the hinged top centred by a glazed
panel enclosing a gilt sequined stumpwork bird
titled 'Je Chante Ta Louange', the interior fabric
lined, raised on turned wooden feet, 16 cm high x
52 cm £150.00 - £200.00
An Arts & Crafts style riveted copper and brass
well jug, 32 cm, to/w a Victorian copper and brass
kettle (2) £50.00 - £80.00
Three large 19th century pottery apothecary jars
and covers with blue glaze, 27 cm, to/w five
matching 11 cm jars (two lacking covers), a
bronze pestle and mortar and a wooden box of
glass measures, flasks, bottle, etc. £100.00 £150.00
A good quality modern 'Mansion' doll's house of

neo-classical design, complete with furniture and
accessories, 118 cm high £100.00 - £150.00

child, unsigned, 18 cm high, mounted on an oak
cube plinth £200.00 - £300.00

1039

A large Chinese painted wood model of a sailing
boat in sail, 110 cm high with stand £100.00 £150.00

1056

A German brass-mounted compound microscope
by O. Himmler, Berlin, in case with accessories
£40.00 - £60.00

1040

A large and well-detailed model of a 17th century 1057
warship 'Sovereign of the Seas, 1637', 90 cm high
overall including stand (unglazed frame for display
case is available if wanted) £300.00 - £400.00

1041

A vintage circular enamelled advertising sign
'Dunlop Stock', 61 cm £60.00 - £90.00

1042

A vintage enamelled advertising sign, 'Ogden's
"Robin" Cigarettes', 92 x 61 cm £200.00 - £300.00

Two modern and little used carbon fly rods:Deluxe Hardy Graphite & Oris Clearwater II, to/w
Hardy Marquis #7 and Orvis Turbine II reels,
antique brass and teak 11.5 cm reel and a
quantity of accessories including landing net,
priest, fishing bag of clothing including wader,
breeches, stockings, waistcoat and over-trousers
£180.00 - £220.00

1043

A vintage circular enamelled AA village sign for
Dean:- 'Sparsholt 1, Winchester 2½, London 65 Safety First' by Franco Signs, W1, 76 cm
diameter £200.00 - £300.00

1044

1058

A thumbstick with antler handle, to/w a hazel
crook and a shooting stick (3) £20.00 - £40.00

1059

A Swiss walking stick with chamois horn handle,
to/w another walking stick with crook-style hook
handle and twist-carved body (2) £40.00 - £60.00

After D. Alonzo - a brown patinated bronze figure
1060
of a paper-boy, running and shouting, holding a
bundle of newspapers, signed, on marble base
carved as cobbles and wood plinth. 26cm £300.00
- £400.00
1061

1045

M. Pautot - a brown patinated bronze faun, seated
on a cube, 20 cm, signed £60.00 - £100.00

1046

1062
A brass surveyor's level by Cooke, Troughton &
Simms, no.5039063, 19 cm in wooden box £40.00
- £60.00

1047

G Whitbread, London, a brass lattice framed
sextant, unboxed c.1900 £80.00 - £120.00

1048

An unusual set of Victorian brass postage scales
on specimen marble base, 19 cm wide £70.00 £100.00

1049

1063

A Victorian tortoiseshell tea caddy of serpentinefront form, richly inlaid with scrolling foliate motherof-pearl and with ivory veneers and the interior
1064
fitted with two lidded compartment, on bun feet, 20
cm wide £500.00 - £600.00

1050

A 1930's French cast celluloid figure, Madonna
and Child, 52 cm, on wooden plinth £100.00 £150.00

1051

A brass miner's lamp 'The Protector', by The Lamp
& Lighting Co. Ltd., Eccles, 25 cm £30.00 - £40.00

1052

A 19th century French heavy quality bronze bowl, 1066
cast in relief with Kings Francis I, Henri II & Henri
IV, flanked by foliage, 16 cm diameter £40.00 £60.00
1067
A set of four 19th century Minton terracotta floor
tiles with Gothic style slip design (by repute, as
seen in the Houses of Parliament), 15.5 cm
1068
square each £100.00 - £150.00

1053

1054

1055

1065

Winchester College: an 18th century engraving of
'The Trusty Servant', a 19th century engraving of
The Dining Hall and four College Lists,
1982/88/92/94 (all framed and glazed), to/w four
1069
pieces of 'Trusty Servant' crested china including
one Goss £40.00 - £60.00
A brown patinated bronze head, portrait of a young
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A malacca walking stick with ivory handle and
white metal band, to/w a hardwood walking stick
with ivory handle (2) £20.00 - £40.00
A 19th century mahogany slender stick barometer
with engraved ivory scale, by King & Coombs,
Bristol, 84 cm (a/f - lacks mercury) £40.00 - £60.00
A Victorian wool needlework sampler worked with
alphabet, Adam, Eve and the snake and other
emblems within key border by Sarah Hodgson,
Aged 12 years, 1880, 41 x 45 cm, to/w a
needlework panel worked with a bird crest in
scrolling escutcheon (2 - both framed and glazed)
£60.00 - £80.00
A pair of Georgian silk long-stitch oval panels,
worked with urns, 33 x 29 cm, to/w a rectangular
silk panel worked with a bouquet of flowers, 38 x
42 cm (3 - all framed and glazed) £60.00 - £90.00
A 17th century Robert Morden map engraving of
Hampshire, 37 x 43 cm (mounted, framed and
glazed) £60.00 - £80.00
An early 18th century route map engraving,
Bagshot to Salisbury via Alresford & Southampton
by Thomas Gardner, to/w another double-sided
route map, Abingdon to Monmouth (2 - both
mounted framed and glazed) £60.00 - £100.00
A 17th century Robert Morden map engraving of
Hampshire, 37 x 42 cm impression size, broad
margins, framed and glazed £60.00 - £90.00
A 17th century Christopher Saxton map engraving,
Montgomery, 27 x 33 cm (mounted, framed and
glazed) £100.00 - £150.00
A 17th century Robert Morden map engraving of
Hampshire, 37 x 42 cm, to/w a 19th century
engraved map of Hampshire by R. Martin, High
Holborn and another by J. Cary, Strand (3 - all
mounted, framed and glazed) £50.00 - £70.00
A 17th century John Speed map engraving of the
Isle of Wight (un-tinted), 38 x 51 cm (mounted,
framed and glazed) £80.00 - £120.00

1070

A 17th century John Speed map engraving of
Wiltshire (un-tinted), 38 x 50 cm (mounted, framed
and glazed) £80.00 - £120.00

1071

An 18th century silk petit point sampler map of
England & Wales, by Elizabeth Caroline Forshett,
1783, on linen backing, 30 x 33 cm (framed and
glazed) £250.00 - £300.00

1072

A George III silk petit point sampler worked with
alphabets and numbers, spiritual text, basket of
flowers, animals and other motifs within floral
border, by S. Martin, 1808, 42 x 34 cm £180.00 £200.00

1073

A 19th century silk petit point sampler on linen
back worked with alphabet, prayer, flowers, birds
and dogs, by Jemima Ashley Aged 10 years
(undated), 41 x 33 cm £80.00 - £120.00

plus bar Afghanistan N.W.F. 1919 (as M.W.S.);
Army Meritorious Service medal (Mil. Wks. Serv.);
Long Service Good Conduct medal (M.W.S.) to/w
miniatures and three white metal medallions - one
to Edmund Leahy 1898 for St Josephs Seminary,
Nainital (India); 1902 & 1903 billiards to Gr.Leahy
R.F.A. Kirklee (7) £400.00 - £500.00
1082

1073A A George IV cross-stitch sampler, worked with
alphabets and numerals, spiritual text, The Temple
of Solomon, birds and animals and Royal Arms,
by Hannah Stansfield, 1823, 40 x 31 cm,
1083
unframed (a/f) £40.00 - £60.00
1074

An early Victorian silk cross-stitch sampler,
worked with alphabets and numerals, exotic
pavilion, figures, animals, spiritual verse and
1084
flowers, by Lydia Dale, aged 12, 1841, 38 x 59 cm
(mounted, framed and glazed) £80.00 - £120.00

1075

A Diana Model 27 air rifle £50.00 - £70.00

1076

A George V Royal Artillery officer's sword with 86
cm etched blade, steel basket hilt with wired
fishskin grip, in leather scabbard, to/w a WWI US
army bayonet with 43 cm fullered blade and twopiece wooden grip, in leather scabbard, dated
1917 (2) £100.00 - £150.00

1077
1078

1079

1080

1081

1085

Three military style kukris with wood-mounted hilts
1086
and leather scabbards - all a/f £60.00 - £80.00
An early 20th century Scottish military dirk,
engraved for the 8th Liverpool Scottish Volunteer
Regiment (8th V.B.K.L.R.), with 30 cm double
fullered blade, carved and ebonised hilt with
electroplated studs and mounts, the leather
scabbard mounted with bands and applied thistle
and St. Andrew emblems £200.00 - £300.00

1088
Royal Navy interest - HMS Truant and HMS
Valliant, an ivorine presentation box, the hinged lid
with applied white metal plate engraved 'Presented
to Mrs Watson by The Chairman & Directors of
Vickers-Armstrong Ltd at the Launch of HMS
Truant 5th May 1939', a T-Class submarine to/w
1089
an antique papier mache snuff box, the hinged lid
well painted with a view of HMS Valiant in Grand
Harbour (Valletta), signed G.W.G.Hunt RMS (2)
£60.00 - £100.00
A WWI group of six medals to 11493 S. Sjt. E. B.
Leahy R.F.A. comprising 1914/15 star; British
War medal; Victory medal; India General Service
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George V India General Service medal, bars NW
Frontier 1936/37 and 1937/39 to S-Condr. J.
Leahy. I. A. O. C. to/w a George V coronation
medal (2) £60.00 - £80.00
A WWI pair to 31789 Pte. C. Newbury Wiltshire
Regt. comprising 1914/18 Britsh War medal;
Victory medal to/w three Victory medals to Lieut.
W.D. Smith, Lieut. E.W. Ford and 2 Lieut. L.G.
Russell and wound badge to B279720 (6) £100.00 £130.00
A Boer War/WWI miniature medal group of four
comprising a QSA medal, bars SA 1901,
Transvaal, Orange Free State, Cape Colony;
1914/18 war medal; Victory medal; George V
coronation medal (4) £40.00 - £50.00
An Italian 11th Army cross for the Albanian Front
to/w a British 1939/45 war medal (2) £40.00 £50.00

1086A A WWI trio to 16-973 Pte. J.G. Bell,
Northumberland Fusiliers comprising 1914/15 star;
1914/18 British War medal; Victory medal to/w a
boxed R.M.S Lusitania medal and a 1935 jubilee
medallion (5) £80.00 - £120.00
1087

A WWII War Department single-draw telescope
with leather sleeve and plated mounts by W.
Ottway & Co. Ltd., Ealing 1939, 60 cm extended
£40.00 - £60.00

A WWI casualty pair and memorial plaque to 1203
Pte. C. U. Leahy Seaforth Highlanders comprising
1914/18 British War medal; Victory medal;
Commemorative plaque in original card envelope (3)
Clement Urban Leahy, 1st Battalion, killed
7/11/1914 France, M-I-D by Lord French as l/cpl,
posthumously awarded the D.C.M., entry in
London Gazette 1 April 1915 / Edinburgh Gazette
6 April - 'For gallant conduct, coolness and
presence of mind in an emergency. By his prompt
action at a time when the trench was being rushed
by the enemy, he prevented the line being
penetrated by them' £150.00 - £200.00

A George V Meritorious Service medal to 540822
Sapper Act. Cpl. G.A. Gainsford, 'D' C.S. Coy.
R.E. £100.00 - £140.00
Two family associated WWI death plaques 23290 Henry Frank Gritt, 1st batt. Wiltshire Regt.
killed 17/10/16, France; 331076 Rifelman Leonard
Gritt, Hampshire Regt. killed 19/4/17, Jerusalem,
both in original card envelopes (2) £100.00 £150.00
A Victorian India medal, bar Punjab Frontier
1897/98, privately engraved to 4020 Pte. W.
Haines to/w a Queens South Africa medal, bars
Transvaal, Orange Free State, Cape Colony to
7525 Pte. J. Flight, Hampshire Regiment, a WWI
Military Medal to 11250 Cpl. A. Furnell 6/Wilts
Regt, a Hampshire Regiment badge (4) £100.00 £150.00

1090

A WWI / II BEM group of eight to C E R A EF
Sayer RN - British Empire Medal; 1914/18 war
medal; Victory medal; 1939/45 star; Atlantic star;
Defence medal; 1939/45 war medal, M-I-D oak
leaf; Royal Navy L.S.G.C. medal (8)
Notes: L.S.G.C medal awarded 20/03/32 as
E.R.A. 1st Class H.M.S. Medway; M-I-D 11/06/42
London Gazette 35586 H.M.S. Tyne; B.E.M.
awarded 01/01/43 London Gazette 35841 H.M.S.
Tyne £200.00 - £300.00

1091

World War II medal group of five - 1939/45 star;
Atlantic star; Africa star; Pacific star; 1939/45 war
medal, mounted as worn £30.00 - £40.00

1092

WWI casualty pair and death plaque to Z-2618 Pte
EG MacAlister, Rifle Brigade comprising 1914
1104
star, Victory medal and bronze death plaque
within buff card envelope, all loose/unmounted (3)
Notes: Private Ernest George MacAlister K-I-A
13/7/1914, Ypres (Menin Gate) Memorial £80.00 £120.00

1093

A quantity of Royal Navy gold braid and fabric
uniform insignia to/w jacket buttons charting
design changes 1891-present (ten buttons)
£10.00 - £20.00

1095

A REME side cap to/w a Royal Tank Regiment
officers green, red, brown 'hackle', a Royal
Regiment of Fusiliers hackle, a Black Watch
hackle and a grey horse hair hackle (5) £20.00 £30.00

1097

1098

1103

A rare 18th century cast and wrought iron rooftop
weather vane with scrolled direction arms beneath
a revolving cut steel flag direction indicator, raised
on a two prong bracket mount, 125 cm high plus
the two prong mount £800.00 - £1,200.00

1106

WWII medals - 1939/45 Star (2); France and
Germany Star; Africa Star; Italy Star; Defence
Medal (3); 1929/45 war medal (2), to/w a QEII Iraq
1107
campaign medal (11) £60.00 - £80.00
A large quantity of assorted military cap and collar
badges including Scottish Regiments, Royal
Artillery; The Border Regt; Guards Regiments;
Military Police; South Staffs; 16 Lancers; Royal
Hussars; R.E.: London Rifle Brigade; etc. etc.
1108
£100.00 - £150.00
Assorted military webbed belts and buckles
including; Royal Army Ordnance Corps (2);
Dragoons; General Service buckle (2), a Salvation
Army collar; white leather and belt brass buckle
1109
dress uniform bat. (7) £50.00 - £70.00

1099

Assorted world militiary badges and insignia
including Soviet Union, Germany; USA, etc.
£30.00 - £40.00

1100

Assorted militaria including; an RN brass bosun's
call; RNA Andover alloy crest; assorted calibre
bullets; brass button decorated plates, a 1977
Silver Jubilee alloy plate, etc. £30.00 - £50.00

1101

A large quantity of assorted Regimental and
Association ties including RNS; RN Display Team
(Whale Island); SRSA; SS Uganda; HMS Andover;
Royal British Legion; etc. (approx 16), to/w Anzak
Base Transport Unit emblem in desk shield; Royal
Hussars oak mounted plate; commemorative
medallions 70th Anniversary Battle of the Somme
and VE and VI dog (both cased) and two red/white
head-dress plumes £50.00 - £60.00

A World War II period German SS style honour
ring - by repute 'dug-up' at a prisoner of war camp
location within the UK (Cheriton POW camp)
1105
£40.00 - £60.00

1094

1096

1102

1110

1111
Australian army Band Corps bush hat to/w another
Australian Infantry bush hat and numerous
1112
patches incl. NSW Police; S. Australia Police,
etc. £50.00 - £60.00
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Assorted WWII German army items incl. a rifle
cleaning kit, the case impressed G.Appel, an o/r
side hat with yellow/blue enamelled roundel, the
lining ink stamped with three crowns over '59', an
M-38 gas mask canister, 3 x pair of field glasses
etc all contained within a wooden ordnance box
stencilled 'Ersatzeile I Ordnang fur AS10C Serie 1'
£80.00 - £120.00
Assorted WWI/II military cap badges to/w a red
arm-band initialled PMG (provost Marshall
General), Airborne patch, Home Guard patch, US
army insignia, four enamelled medals for the
RAOB, a pair of alloy framed goggles with hinged
red over-lenses, a Royal Signals flag, two silk
maps, a small selection of b&w images etc
£80.00 - £120.00
A WW2 German Luftwaffe Navigator's clock with
stop watch and time-elapsed, alloy case with
rotating bezel and screw-back, label on reverse,
inscribed Borduhr Bauart Gebr Junghans, 45 mm
black dial with luminous numbers and hands
£100.00 - £200.00
A WW2 German Luftwaffe Navigator's clock with
top watch and time-elapse, alloy case with
rotating bezel and screw-back, label on reverse
inscribed 'Borduhr', 45 mm black dial with
luminous numbers and hands, in original box
£100.00 - £150.00
Two Kienzle WW2 German Luftwaffe cockpit
clocks, the 5 cm black dials with luminous
numbers and hands, revolving time-elapsed
bezels, in hinged aluminum cases - unused
£100.00 - £150.00
An unusual 18th century malacca walking cane,
the ivory pommel profusely carved with grotesque
masks and human figures, white metal ferrule, 96
cm £500.00 - £700.00
An old Australian Aboriginal boomerang, 63 cm
to/w a (probably) Pacific tribal carved wood club
with linear scratched decoration and flared and
charred end, 56 cm £200.00 - £250.00
A tribal short-spear of crude design with iron blade
on stick handle, 40 cm £40.00 - £60.00
A scrimshaw powder-horn decorated with images
of Napoleon, including the retreat from Moscow,

his grave and his spirit crowned by Angels,
inscribed 'Honi Soit Qui Mal y Pense', 39 cm
£600.00 - £800.00
1113

1114

1115

mostly Wills and Players - approx 400 - 500
£60.00 - £90.00

1125
A 19th century Belgian double-barrelled 'Howdah'
pistol with 10 cm rifled barrels, approx. 10 mm
1126
gauge hammer lock rim fire action, under-lever
release and flush-folding triggers, foliate-engraved
1127
lock, hatched walnut grip with shell pommel, 20
cm overall. Liege proof-mark £250.00 - £300.00
1128
A 19th century gilt metal pocket barometer by
Martin & Co. of Cheltenham, the engraved and
silvered dial set with small curved mercury
thermometer, 47 mm diameter, in leather outer
1129
case £100.00 - £150.00
Autographs - Portsmouth FC 1950-51 season, 19
signatures on a single sheet of writing-paper,
including Marcel Gaillard, Jimmy Dickson, Cliff
Parker, Reg Flewin, Ike Clarke, Ron Humpston,
Ernie Butler, Lindy Delaphena, Jimmy Scoular,
Jimmy Stephen, Albert Mundy, Jasper Yevell,
Peter Harris, Bert Edwards, Jack Froggatt, Len
Phillips, Bill Thompson, John Spence and Harry
Ferrier £50.00 - £70.00

1130

1116

A large quantity of 1st Division and other football
programs - 1950's - 1960's £60.00 - £90.00

1117

A collection of sets and part sets of cigarette
cards and other trade cards, including Players,
1131
Gallahers, Wills, Kensitas, Lambert & Butler,
Cavanders, Lyons Maid, News Chronicle, Mars
Bars, Dryfood, Carreras, Churchman, Park Drive, 1132
in eight albums (in excess of 4000 cards) £60.00 £60.00

A quantity of loose leaf pages of 20th century
world stamps £20.00 - £40.00
Forty-five boxed Lesney Models of Yesteryear
vehicles (box) £40.00 - £60.00
Forty-nine boxed Lesney Models of Yesteryear
and other vehicles (box) £40.00 - £60.00
Approximately forty-five boxes Lesney Models of
Yesteryear and other vehicles (box) £40.00 £60.00
A Hornby O gauge 2-2-1 clockwork locomotive
with LMS livery, to/w a selection of six carriages
and a quantity of track including level crossing and
cross-track (box - a/f) £70.00 - £100.00
Boxed Corgi 'Eddie Stobart' liveried vehicles:Truck Set and Playmat, Alkinson Borderer Flatbed
Trailer CC12502, Scammell Crusader Tautliner
CC12607, Daf xf Space Cab and Flatbed Trailer
cc13207, Volvo F88 Box Trailer cc13101, Volvo
short wheelbase lorry with Close Couple Trailer
59516, Daf 95 Curtainside Trailer TY87001, Volvo
Skeletal Trailer TY86705, Forklift Truck 56702,
Mercedes 207D Van 58401, Ford Escort Van
58304, Ford Cargo Box Van 59601 and Scammell
Contract Wrecker CC1206 (13) £200.00 - £300.00
A boxed Dinky Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle, No 104
£30.00 - £50.00
A boxed Frog Single Seat Fighter Mark V
aeroplane model, to/w a Glenbur Sportcraft
Submarine Mark II - also boxed (2) £30.00 - £40.00

1118

A quantity of cigarette cards and tea cards
1133
including Wills, Players, Senior Service, Turf,
Brook Bond etc - approx 600 in total, loose and in
three albums £30.00 - £50.00

1119

A large quantity of postcards, including ships,
saucy seaside, topography, etc. - mostly 1930's 1950's, loose and in albums £80.00 - £120.00

1120

A quantity of cigarette cards and other trade
cards, including Players, Wills, Sunripe,
Cavanders, Kensitas silks, etc - several thousand
£60.00 - £80.00

1134

A stock-book containing approx. 250 perf penny
reds, to/w a quantity of other postage stamps,
loose and in albums and stock-books - mostly
20th century British, Empire, Commonwealth and
foreign issues (box) £80.00 - £120.00

A cut glass inkwell with electroplated top, to/w a
pair of oak open-twist candlesticks, electroplated
jug and basin, photo frame, trinket boxes, etc.
(box) £30.00 - £40.00

1135

A large quantity of postage stamps, first day
covers and airgraphs, loose and in album (2
boxes) £100.00 - £150.00

A Swiss carved wood figure of an old man, to/w
two small examples, various electroplated items,
bronze tang-style horse, brass fishing reel,
autograph books, etc. £50.00 - £80.00

1136

Various collectables including mother-of-pearl coin
purse, a caviar serving spoon with electroplated
handle and mother-of-pearl bowl, an articulated
fish bottle-opener, electroplated toast-rack,
electroplate and leather sovereign-case, mother-ofpearl letter knife, etc. (box) £40.00 - £60.00

1137

An A.H. Swiss No.9 Hunting Map, linen-backed
and folding, showing The Hampshire, East
Wiltshire, West Surrey and West Sussex District,
cloth cover, to/w a WW1 Military 100ft tape

1121

1122

1123

Three albums of Edwardian and later postcards,
including humorous, greetings, topographical, etc.,
to/w a Victorian album of portrait photographs (4)
£50.00 - £100.00

1124

A quantity of WW1 and later postcards including
greetings, recruitment, sweethearts, Donald
McGill and other humour, topography etc., in two
albums, to/w a quantity of loose cigarette cards -
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A selection of unboxed Dinky model vehicles: Ford
Fairline (Canadian Mounted Police), Junior
Renault, Hillman Imp 138, Vauxhall Viva 136,
Mercedes Benz 600 12B, Muir Hill 2WL, to/w
Corgi Walls Ice Cream Van on Ford Transit (with
music), Studebaker Golden Hawk 2115, Chevrolet
Corvair, Land Rover 109 W.B., Jeep FC-150, Farm
Trailer, Platform Trailer with churns, etc. £50.00 £70.00

measure with simulated cloth cover, dated 1917
and with War Department arrow, 14 cm diameter,
by Chesterman, Sheffield (2) £30.00 - £50.00
1138

1139

1140

1141

made lace-edged clothing and bonnet, brown
glass eyes, 33 cm (without legs) £30.00 - £40.00

1148
Various collectables, including a French silver
medallion (Societe de Bienfaisance 1852), a
Medaille Reconnaissance de la National miniature
1948, a Sterling and enamelled Intelligence Corps
badge, gilt metal crucifix, leather jewellery box,
agate paperweight and various other medallions, 1149
boxes, etc. (box) £50.00 - £80.00
Various silver, gilt metal and enamelled medallions
from the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes,
to/w various other collectables including
Winchester 1937 Coronation silver medallion,
lorgnette, handbag-mirror, amber cheroot holder;
shoe horn with silver handle, silver and mother-of- 1150
pearl penknife, etc. £40.00 - £60.00
Coins: An 1890 silver crown and other silver coins,
including two US Barber dimes and an 1829 2d,
to/w a quantity of other, later British coinage,
1151
various postcards including a 1919 woven postcard
of RMS Olympic and a set of 'British Railways'
Senior Service cigarette cards £40.00 - £60.00
A pair of Welvue 8 x 40 prism binoculars, a
Hudson Verity 8 x 25 pair of binoculars (3 - all
cased) £30.00 - £50.00

1152

1142

A Mauchlin string-box, Martyr's Monument,
Sterling silver-mounted amber cheroot holder (f/r),
cased set of drawing instruments, millefiori
paperweight, French silver 'Boulogne' pill-box,
papier mache pill box, raw amethyst geode, etc.
(box) £30.00 - £50.00

1143

Various collectables, including Art Deco sterling
1153
buckle, Siamese spoons stamped .925, various
base-metal buckles, two articulated fish pill-boxes,
Art Nouveau silver-handled button hook, glass
scent phial, two portrait miniatures of ladies,
1154
paperweight with Kaufman 'Judgement of Paris',
two Ambrotypes, 1914 medallion commemorating
Standard Telephones & Cables Canada/New
Zealand connection, etc. (box) £70.00 - £100.00
1155
An Armand Marseille 351/4.k. bisque-headed baby
doll with closing blue eyes and open mouth with
two lower teeth, on 5-piece composition body, 43
cm high, to/w an old mohair teddy bear with button
1156
eyes, in worn condition, 28 cm high (2) £60.00 £80.00

1144

1145

1146

1147

A Chinese composition boy-doll in traditional silk
costume, 30 cm, to/w two smaller composition
dolls - man and woman, three other dolls and a
rabbit soft-toy (box) £30.00 - £50.00
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An Armand Marseille 341/2.k. bisque-headed baby
doll with closing blue eyes, on five-piece
composition body, 26 cm, to/w a small bisqueheaded girl doll with brown wig, sleeping blue eyes
and open mouth with four teeth, on five-piece
composition body and a composition doll with
sleeping blue eyes (3) £70.00 - £100.00
An Armand Marseille 390 A2/OM bisque-headed
girl doll with brown wig, sleeping blue eyes and
open mouth with four teeth, on jointed composition
body, 35 cm (limbs detached) £30.00 - £40.00
A black ostrich-feather fan on tortoiseshell sticks
with silk knot tassels, 48 cm, to/w a white ostrich
feather fan on inlaid mother-of-pearl sticks, 40 cm,
in card box for J. Duvelleroy, New Bond St. (2)
£50.00 - £70.00
An 18th century floral-painted patch box with
interior mirror to lid (a/f), to/w a gilt metal and
enamelled snuff box decorated with Arcadian
scenes and lined with tortoiseshell (also a/f), two
gilt metal evening compact cigarette/vanity cases
(one stamped Park Lane LSM), a Parker fountain
pen and two Halcyon Days Christmas boxes,
1977 and 1981 £50.00 - £80.00
A set of four Continental framed silhouette cutouts with intricate details of country life, each
approx. 12 x 10 cm, in glazed frames £40.00 £60.00
A 19th century silhouette ship portrait 'HMS Lee',
reverse-painted under glass with monochrome ink
wash on paper background, 20 x 16 cm, in later
frame £40.00 - £60.00
A George III hand-coloured humorous hunting
engraving, published 1817, to/w another after
Henry Alken, 1826, 26 x 21 cm - both unframed
£20.00 - £40.00
Eight various 19th century and later dolls' dolls, in
bisque, composition and acetate, 9 cm to 3 cm
£50.00 - £70.00

1157

A cold-painted metal miniature figure of a boy
riding a crocodile, 4 x 7 cm £60.00 - £100.00

1158

An antique oval patch box having banded agate,
gilt metal mounts, hinged lid and closing mirror, 4
x 3 x 1.5 cm, to/w a banded agate hinged vesta
case with silver plated mount (2) £30.00 - £40.00

A Simon & Halbig 1909 - 10/0 bisque-headed girl
doll with blond wig, sleeping blue eyes and open
mouth with row of teeth, on jointed composition
body, 24 cm, to/w a small china-headed doll with 1159
bisque fore-limbs and stuffed body, 22 cm, a small
acetate doll's doll and an old teddy bear, in worn
condition £60.00 - £90.00
An early 19th century black wax doll with hand-

A bisque-headed girl doll with brown wig, sleeping
blue eyes and closed mouth, on jointed
composition body, stamped 2072/4 (possibly
Bruno Schmidt), 38 cm, to/w a composition black
baby doll with pigtails, on five-piece body, 28 cm
(2) £70.00 - £100.00

A 19th century Scottish burr-wood snuff box, the
cover inlaid with named sample veneers including
'Queen Mary's Yew', 'Thorn aboon the Well', 'The
Victory' and others, the front with inlaid
escutcheon decorated in pen-work with the crest
and motto of the Ronald family, the base with the

words and music of 'Auld Lang Syne', stamped by
maker D. Craig of Hellensburgh, 11 cm wide
£80.00 - £120.00
1160

Two Byzantine coins: gold Solidus. Obv: D M
CONSTANTINUS PP AV with crowned bust
facing, holding cross on orb. Rev: VICTORIA
AVSYS and officina letter F, cross on three steps;
mintmark CONOB below; to/w gold Solidus. Obv:
D M CONSTANTINUS PP AV with crowned bust
with long beard facing, holding cross on orb. Rev:
VICTORIA AVSYO, cross on four steps; mintmark
CONOB below £800.00 - £1,200.00

1161

A boxed 1960 Maundy coin set £80.00 - £120.00

1162

Two Inuit blackstone carvings, Eskimo with caught
seal, 15 cm and leaping salmon, 18 cm, to/w an
alabaster vase carved with head (3) £40.00 - £60.00

1163

A Curta Universal Pocket Size Calculating
Machine, with original instructions, Type I no.
22412 £100.00 - £150.00

1164

Two vintage chrome and enamel AA car badges,
to/w a small mahogany workbox with fitted tray (3)
£20.00 - £30.00

1165

A pair of lady's French gilt metal opera glasses,
the mother-of-pearl bodies engraved and gilded
with laurel wreaths and with mother-of-pearl eyepieces, by Altex of Paris (little used) £40.00 £60.00

1166

An oval portrait miniature of a boy in 18th century
costume, in brass strut-frame £40.00 - £60.00

1167

A pair of Continental electroplated folding
lorgnettes in the Art Deco manner, the handle set
with marcasite, to/w silk pouch £40.00 - £60.00

1168

An Irish yew, satinwood and boxwood inlaid
visiting-card case with sliding top, inscribed in
silver pin-points 'Killarney Lakes', 9 x 6 cm, to/w a
Persian ivory and inlaid visiting card case (2)
£60.00 - £90.00

1169

An ivory-leafed aide memoire with silver pencil
(a/f), to/w four Victorian penny red postal covers
(one unperf.) and a pair of gilt-framed folding
spectacles with tortoiseshell rims, in simulated
shagreen pocket case £40.00 - £60.00

1170

A pair of 19th century gilt brass candlesticks with
engraved grease-pans, the circular bases with
rope-twist moulded rims enclosing floral pietra
dura bosses and honeysuckle engraving, 16 cm
high £70.00 - £100.00

1171

A wooden model of a J-Class yacht, in full sail,
110 x 117 cm overall, on stand £100.00 - £150.00

1172

A large painted wood pond boat-model of freight
vessel SS Lentrude, with electric motor, 154 cm
£100.00 - £150.00
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